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NEGATIVE GREEN 
(Nature's Secret Power) 

by 

Bruce Copen, Ph.D., D.Ljtt 

FOREWORD 
Man has an insatiable urge to a t.tain kn~w ledge of aH. kinds, be H 

rational or irrational, and there is possibly at no t~e during 
humanities' life on this planet when so m uch know ledge IS coming 
forth upon all kinds of things. Even .)Q years ago, the degree of 
knowledae of the average person was re .. a ted to the home and im
mediate 

0
work surroundings. PrevioLs to this time, knowledge was 

slow to develop and show itself. 

During the period from World War II to the present day, more 
information has been given to the average man-in- the-street (as most 
authors put it) than in centuries past, the consequences are that 
instead of new knowledge stemming from a few bodies and offered 
for public consumption today even scientific informa tion is given to 
everyone, and instead of this new knowledge being for the few, it is 
for the many, the only problem that this brings a bout, is the large 
number of psuedo sciences and theories that have no bearing in fact. 

The purpose of this book, is to offer for the fi rst time in thjs 
for~1. d~ta on ~ relatively new force field and its related phenomena, 
wh1C:h 1s explained by Radiesthesia, R adionics, and other studies. 
Havmg shown that we are in fact more complex than we had previ
?~!ly ~ought, ~e will show exactly how such a new force, such as 

I _gative Green _ can show us the way to further interesting specu
ation and expen ment. 

muc~h~ info~mation contained in this book has been the result of 
are 00~0:~e~~~g study by many authors over a number of years, an~ 
information wil~ptf~e part of <?Ur sc~entific knowledge. Whether this 
garden of light isg ano~ the _mcentive to open further door~ to the 
somewhere in the world er .t

1
h
1 

•fing, but no doubt some searchmg soul 
findings. wi nd a new idea and link it with these 

Let me state that an h . . 
proven to exist and · t e mformatton given in this work has been 
world wide path th si~ce research has been ta ken along a difficult 
mena known as ~'N en 1.n colJating the knowledge about the pbeno· 
knowledge about ou~;e~~~: a~reen'' w~ are then linking it with other 

d the Universe around us. 
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INTRODUCTION 

r\' th1.' l'!tsunl rcad~r the title of this book may at first appear a 
liuk t'dd. bul tlk' ll we an; dca li~g with a rather odd phenomena 
in 1uttm.' '' hid1 is 1.)pl' ll lL) ~pcculallo~ and rcsca~ch by t~e reader with 
1n \'}'1.'I\ mind ~m r~scn rchmg the things that give us Jife and health 
~\IHbt "~ .1r1.· l)ll Parth. The problem is not a simple one, as one 
rnidll ,\l tlrst think. but then neither are we as simple as we thfok we 
,\t\" lik i$ a high complexity of atoms, n1olecules-known and little 
1'n\'\\ n and UN known things. Nothing is new, it is only our own 
r~~card1. ,.:1.m~ t ant l) going on- throughout every day, month and year 

th.tt kad$ f\1un in hi · cca ·clc ·s search for inforn1ation, which opens 
:\ n~\\ Lk"'-'r to SL)tnC hitherto unknown factor in life. 

l b\'ing said this. it i my intention to try, if p ossible, to give but 
.l tim glimpse into our complexity, in order that we n1ay achieve two 
main things: the first to find out more- this is the quest; the second 
to tind u~c~ for this , trn ngc ·fo rce' which has been discovered. I 
w1.,uld here ha, ten to add, that l did not discover 'negative green'. 
hut ha\ C' along "ith many others of many nationalities, developed 
th\'.' rc~carch to find ou t how best we may use the knowledge, thus 
('bt,fr1cd. 

\\ c li\e in a world of the unusual, and it is because some things 
arc unusual that we eck more, but we must beware within ourselves 
th3t '' c do not cla · ify the unusual with the so called "occult" and 
1..'thcr imaginative phenomena. In doing any kind of E.S.P. research 
1..'nc mu t u ·c the uLmost caution to stay in the middle of the road of 
enquiry. rather than take sides, one way or another; this is the mistake 
so many researchers make, either they are inclined to believe, or dis
bdic' c from the outset, and this will bring bias to the end product 
of r~earch. 

To be a good researcher, especially in E.S.P. work, which I have 
undertaken for over 27 years, one must have an open mind- but not 
open to the extent that one believes all that one sees, neither must 
o.ne ha\ c. a too narrow scope so that the attention is focussed on one 
~m.glc pomt to the exclusion of all others. I do not mind saying that 
it 1~ ~ rathc~ difficult stance to take, especially when one has proven 
as~m1lar point of some earlier stage in research- but this is the stance 
'd' hich the true researcher must achieve in order to avoid bias or 

ogmatism. 

th' , ~n dealing with the 'force' whkh is the subject of the title of 
b 1~ ook, we must not imagine somethinO' so simple that it can all 
t~· tabu_Jalcd easily, not at all. as we shall se~-it has been called many 
thin~ m many guises, but the end product of the research is much 
\vh· hamc. an understanding of a force fie1d--cummon in ~ature
a Pie bml ay be used under different disO'uises to help humamty solve 

ro cm or so. o 
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an old copy of the 'Electronic Medical o· 
A paragra,Ph fr~~~ we have already read: ''Someone must ;gest' 

might sum~ia~Jse w eone must take the abuse, someone must be c:J~ch 
the new things. so~ then out of it all comes a new Truth to bee ed 
a fraud o~ a ~:c h~g jt lo our bosom with infinite str.ength, too~~ 
partd odf u · ·n by a newcomer thus we constantly receive new facts 
goa e on aoai · f 1 1 d " 
to make up ; ur proud possession o cnow e ge . 

'Negative Green' the title of this book might be something of 
a mystery to many new reader.s of E.S.~. (Extra Sensory Perception), 
Radiesthesia. and similar subjects. so 1n ? rder not t? keep you in 
suspense too Jong. I thought it fit that a bnef explanation of the terrn 
"Negative Green" might be il_l order and then Jater to expand on the 
theory and practice of the subject. 

We owe the beginnings of Negative . Gre~n research to a Mr. 
Capes an English resid~nt of ~gypt ~ 10 lived 1!1 the l 93~'s and. did 
much of his research with Rad1esthes1a . lie obtained certam reactions 
with the pendulum over certain shapes that defied the general rule 
of pendulum work known at that time. For example, he discovered 
that the sand in some parts of Egypt when placed under a microscope 
were shown to be in a kind of pyramidal form, and with the pendulum 
attuned to the colour green, which should normally be positive, he 
obtained a negative reaction over this shape. 

T~lcing his researches further, he experimented naturally with the 
Pyramids of Egypt and he was the first to discover that not only was 
a pyramid designed with burial in mind but the Great Pyramid itself 
was indeed not a burial pyramid but a pyramid designed to mummify. 
All Egyptology students, who are many ]earned men throughout t?e 
wo\ld, do not bother to accept that the pyramid shape can mummify 
ordm~ry meat and animal matter. Mr. Capes merely showed the 
way m that th~ shape was designed in such a way that it haf!1essed 
natural magnetic fields. ?f the earth to produce a force which indeed 
~~t:{~egr~he dec.ompos1~1on of animal matter. Since that time a great 

experimentation has been done over the years. 

and ~:~v~~e~e~~s a~o I did experiments with all kinds of pyrami~f 
the pyramid to at ~t needs no definite power in the manufactlr~er 
degree de endin pro uce !he mummifying effect in greater or ehers 
around tte worfd 0~ the J~e of the pyramid itself. Other re~~~ct ii 
was a force to be th~on iscovered that this was no myth, tn ver 20 
years or so and corn ~ght a?out. My own researches extend 0 1cnoW 
!hat not only does t~med w1~h the researches of others, ~e no~t 00Jy 
m pyramid shapes buet n~gat!ve gr~en force. as we ~aJI it. edifferent 
forms which we sh 11 ~so m conical shapes and m other 

a go mto later 
It is interest. . " hits 

stuck with us ove~n~h to note that the name "Negative Grgnwe\·er. 
we must not confuse~ ye~rs and no doubt will remain so. . 

0
pbeno· 

it With a lot of other types of magnetic 
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which there a rc about~ but having identified the original power, 
llll: I • • h h h" . I if w~ can ea II it such. then we can compare 1~ wit t e 1stonca 

., , 
1
rchc'> of "a rious authors over the years and m fact we now know 

}~n~n ,
1
u1hor'> previous to the discovery of negative green in pyramids 

h\ Mi ( ap~"· that the force was being used for a number of pur
r{"'~' induu ing hea ling. If we are to research sue~ a~ unu~u~ I 
~uhJCd then it comes to o~r mi_nd what can we do with 1t, or is 1t 
JUsl ,1n inane force that exists with no uses at a ll. But then we look 
inh) nature and we find that all the forces contained in one way or 
annthcr in nature are used to the benefit of nature itself or to us in 
ils chain of events. 

I believe that this book is the firs t attempt to try to evaluate 
.1nd show an historical context of the force we now call Negative 
Green. So if we now recapitulate and anyone who knows how to 
use pendulums may tune thei r pendu lum in to green colour or the 
green wavelengths may then discover that anti-clockwise or negative 
movements over certain kinds of materials and shapes takes place. 
ll docs not follow that the discovery of the negative green force js 
in .my way connected with green, the colour as such, but is merely 
a ddinition gi\cn to a force that we are in a position to evaluate. 
Having thu~ evaluated, we have to then discover the best uses to 
wl,kh it can be put and not just put it in a museum as an interesting 
piece of science. 

1f we accept Radiesthesia and later Radionics as a serious 
science. then we must accept the fact that Negative Green is also 
a p.1 rt of lhat scie.nce. Man has only recently been able. as far as 
we arc aware. to discover what was unknowablc only a few years ao-o 
and ~vcn half a century ago much of what we know today was fictio~. 
and, 1f. some of my re~der~ think or imagine that the negative green 
fore~ .. is a~other 1magmative fall.acy th~n I know different and any 
R_ad1csthcs1st who may do expenments m these fields will also know 
differently. 

f Thus we may see that the term 'negative green' is a power or 
a dorcc disc~vered in nature and once discovered may be evaluated 
an turned mto some use for the benefit of humanity in one way 
or another· It poss'bl h l . . we ma d: ! Y as. sever.a mterestrng facets. In the first place 
at the ran~!C~Ver It, and JO domg SO, WC may diSCOVer Other thino-s 
day knowleda~me. d ~e can then link it into the spectrum of prese~t 
and scop" y a~ m order to do so we can then evaluate its oriITTils 
disc~vcri~~ of °R_~3· se~ond place, because a great deal of rad iati<~nal 
or agriculture et JO~cs ~ver the years has been applied to medicine 
research of N c.t. t en it behoves us to try to put the study and 
animals whcrevega ive .ob reen to the benefit of human beings and 

er POSS! le. 
It will be apprec'at d h h · uny way invol 1 e t at t e science of Radionics does not in 

'\ · ve cruelty or ex · · . 
L n1mats of any kind W 1:enmentat1on with human beings or 

· e only discover the natural radiational powers 
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. Is plants and the general universe around 
of individuals, am;r~ g so we' are using only nature's forces w·thand 
within us and~ ~y ~~nartificia l kinds of research which can only'b ?Ut 
artificial me Lcmes rin~ 
many side effects. . . . 

. 'd thi's the research into Rad10rncs is never ending d 
Having sa1 d h Id 1 an 

1any researchers aroun t e wor w 10 are discove 
there are very n d d b th f r. . f ts of the world aroun us every ay o rom the ortho 
mg new ace · f · It 'II b · · dox and the unorthodox pomt o vie':"'. w1 . e appreciated that 

.. h.. th pages of this book we will not contmually refer to the 
~it 1'~eg~ive green because it has been t~~med a number of differem 
t~~~gs by various authors as 'M' rays. 'V1t1c' rays, and other different 
kinds of radiational power from different .sources, and we are about 
to show you what other authors have discovered over the last 50 
years or so. 

A SHORT HISTORY 
Possibly one of the earliest wnters who I?ay have discovered 

the origin of Negative Green was Baron von Reichenbach who about 
1851 published his researches into Od and Magnetism, and whose 
researches have been verified by a number of Scientists during the 
following century. To evaluate the enormous amount of work 
undertaken by Baron von Reichenbach and to condense it into a 
few paragraphs is virtually impossible, but briefly Reichenbach was 
a keen observer of many of life's natural phenomenon and he di~· 
c~wered that certain persons were what is generally termed 'sens1· 
t~ves'. ~b~n. we refer to 'sensitives' we are referring to that ~ropor· 
tion of md1v1duals who can without instruments of any kind di~cover 
or react to colours, magnetism, electricity. and so on, and Re1cheo· 
bacb goes on to describe the 'sensitive' in the fo1lowing manner:-

"S~metimes persons may think they are sensitive to Extra Sensor) 
Perception (E.S.P.), but a true sensitive has far more to their char· 
acter than it is fi t 1. d . J'f come a . rs rea ise . Have you never m your 'e. , 
a~~oss lpel o~Je with the strange fancy of disliking everything yello\\. 

ye ow itself as a colour?" 

One would thi k th . d t gold. a fiery orange w n ~t a beautiful lemon, a resplen en the 
feeling of aver:i~:omethi~g charming to look at. Where c:nwhal 
colour they do like ~omde m? ~sk this same class o~ peop~Jue. 

• an they will answer as with one 1dea-
Certainly the . do one 

good. But ~hen azu~e of the celestial deeps is a sight to elY 1be 
beautiful becomes evenmg .frames the azure in gold, then sures intll 
the magnificent. w~irethmg more than beautiful and nie~er !Jlet 
W man who said he now, I ask you to reflect; have you certaiot~· 
d' h~nce comes it n could not endure blue? Never. t~ ad agree ill 

tshke of yeUow ~ d 0f · that a certain class of mankJO 
' n a 1 agree in their liking for blue? 
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Colour-physics teach us that yel low and blue stand in a ~erlain 
utual relationship. they are complementary colours, occupying as 

;~were opposite poles. is jt possible that underneath this fact some
thing else ljes hidden than the mere effect of the colour of your eye
sight? Some n1ore fundamental difference than the mere ?Ptical dif
ference of colour familiar to all of us, some difference which escapes 
our senses? Could there be appropriated to the perception of such 
a difference also of human facu lty, a difference to the effect that some 
might be able to perceive what is unrecognisable by others? Could 
there be, so to speak, men with two sorts of senses. That would be 
a somewhat pecu liar state of affairs. Let us try and get further 
into it. 

A girl, we may take it, is well enough pleased to see herself in 
the looking-glass. Perhaps, also, there are men who take pleasure 
in the reflection of themselves and who would begrudge them the 
pleasure when a successful copy of God's fa ir masterpiece smiles 
back upon them, and awakens anticipa tory joy in the conquest, which 
already flushes their cheek? ls there anything in life more glorious 
or beatific than the beautiful M yself? 

How would it be though-and it n1ight really be possible-if 
there were girls, women, men, who shy off mirrors? W ho turn away 
and cannot bear to see themselves in o ne? In very t ru th there are 
such persons. There are men, and not a few in number, who are 
caused .a peculiar feeling of distress by a looking-glass, as though 
some sickly, repellent emotion came to them from it, so t hat they 
cannot. stay qmet there for a minute. It is not merely their own 
portra1~ the mirror throws back to them, it returns them a lso some 
mdescnbable, ~ainful sort of in1pression, which some feel more and 
fthers less, w!1ile to others it is only just so far perceptible as to 
~~~~ them .with a definite d islike of mirrors. Wha t is this? A nd 
f r does it come from? Why do some men only exped ence this 
ee mg of repulsion? Why not all? 

in thNo do~bt you have often travelled and have come across people 
sive ~ y~ibus, coach or ra ilway carriage, who w ith the most aggres
carria:e s ~e~s wherever they may be, insist on throwing open the 
hurn·ce wm ows: Be the weather as bad as m ay be blowing a 

ane or as c Id · h · • fellow-traveller , 0 h as ic~. t ey will show no considera tion for the ir 
You have s r euma t1sm, but conduct themselves insuffera b1y 
judgment ~ef~~ded this as bad form; but I ask you to postpone you; 
They will 1 c at any ra te until a few more comments a re made. 
fined Iimit~u~~e~d, "perhaps, in convincing you that, within the con
~1nrecognised a present company~', things whose na ture is still 
irresistible to a:a; ont to happen thmgs strong enough to be quite 
others have not th ~ ?f the persons who form the company, whiJe 

1 
. e amtest sense of their existence. 

Wb. t. is possible th t . 
un it is never t 3: abmong all your fnends you have none whose 

0 sit etween others in a row, be it a t table, in the 
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. cict or in church. but \.Vho always want the corn 
thealt~e. inlfso Tak~ note of him. he is ou r man; we shall sooner scat 
for 11mse . ' . 1 . come 
to closer acquaintance w1th 11m. 

You have 1 am sure o~scn·cd la.dies .who often feel faint in 
church. though otherwise thelf health 1s quite goo~. They may be 
occupying the corner seat.' but e~en there they will feel faint and 
r.ometimes have to be ca rr~ed out in a ?W?On. If you pay any auen
tion to the matter, you will find that 1t 1s alwayc; _the same. !hat is 
only a certain class of pe~s~n:; who arc affecte~ th1~ way. They ar~ 
absolutely incapable of s1tt~ng any length of time m the nave of a 
church without growing famt. and yet they are otherwise health) 
people. 

Your doctor will tell you that. if you want a good. sound sleep 
you must lie on your right side. Do you ever ask him why? If he 
is honest. he will say be does not know. He is ignorant of the cause; 
but he does kr.ow from his varied experience that there are many 
people who never can get to sleep when lying on their left side. His 
patient<; have often told him that, but what is really at the bottom 
of the fact is unknown to him. 

lf vou care to go more cJosely into the matter. you wilJ find out 
thal it is not all men who have to lie on their right in order to get 
~o sleep. and that very many people sleep habitually on their left· 
m fact there are plenty of people who are quite indifferent as to 
hov.· they go to s1eep, right or left, and to whom a night's repose on 
' he Ief~ ear brings just as much refreshment as one on the right. But 
vou w1~l a~so find that those who cannot sleep on their left. ?ut only 
?n their np;ht, make. a minority so subject to this peculiarity ~ ~ 
clas5 that tl~cy can he on their left hour after hour. without getlln.:: 
10 sle~p. while so so?n. as the~ turn on their right si~e they get off 

1~ 
sleep m .a .moment, it 1s certainly a very peculiar thing; but you ea 
observe it mall the countries of Europe. . 

of GHow ma~y peopl~ are there who cannot eat from .a fork ni~~ 
oth erman s1lv~r. white copper, argentum, Chinese s1l.ver. or for 

er alloy of silver, whilst others do not detect anv d1fferen~e pi\ 
common use from genuine silver How many people whO stl11 ii 
~~~~ot endme coffee, tea, or chocoiate made in a brass kitchen utens · 

1 e most other people would never notice the difference? 

How many I . . f m hOl food· 
especially peope, again, have an aversion ro tdisheb· 
and infinit~ver-cooked food, from rice d ishes also a~d sw~~b as are 
slightly 

011 
~tref~r cold and simple foods. and espec1allY ~ong 1hei;e 

r.ersons ev· 1e side of acidity? No small number an bC heur~ 
to remark 't~~ ~~ extraordinary liking for salad and mt~ thC s:il:t 

cy wou Id give up the rest of the menu 0 
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, Others are unable to imagine how so unqualified a preference 
alone. . 
cou Id exist. 

There are some people who sim~ly cannot endure. having anyon~ 
d' o Jose behind them; they avoid popular gatherings of all sorts, 

s.~~;wd~t:> ~nd markets. Others find it disagreeable to take anotl~er by 
~he ha~d. and absolutely unbearabhle for

1 
anyoneffel~e.ftotbretam fort 

. length of time the hand they t emse ves pro er, 1 ey canno 
a~{ it free otherwise, they wi ll pull it away. Then how many peo~Ic 
~re there who cannot bear the heat from an iron stove, but feel quite 
comfortable when it proceeds from one of stonework? 

We can oo on enumerating for your reading hundreds of other 
such reasons to excite our wonder a t the attitude of a certain well-

defined class of individuals. 
Well what are we to think of it a ll? l s it simply a case of 

imaginati~n and neglected education, or bad ha bits occasioned. 
perhaps. by local disturbances of an otherwise healthy equilibrium? 
lt may seem so of course, to those ·who on ly take a superficial viev. 
of the matter; and unfortunately such seeming has only too often led 
people into acts of injustice towards such sensitive persons as those 
l have described. Were these peculiar phenomena verified only in 
par~i~ular instances, scattered as chance occu rrences among different 
md1~1duals in varying situations, there might perhaps be some justi
fication for regarding them as of small importance, which up to the 
present day has not been considered worthy of attention, sets the 
matter on quite a different fooling; all the peculiarities atlributed 
to these persons are not found in them as individuals but in every 
case as in a class. ' 

all 
0
f?en you .tr?~ble to i~westi~ale, you find most, and frequently 

tt1e pecuhan t1es mentioned m one and the same individual· but 
never not one s· l . d fi , lo ii mg e tune o you nd one only by itself. The foe 
wh~e fl?w sh~ns t~e looking-glass; it is the person in the corner-seat 
feels f~~~ i~ Je wind.ow open; the ri gh~ ~ide sleeper is the one who 
like cold d c~urch, the people who dislike brass and German silver 
it is they ~°ii simple eatables and are fastidious over fat and sweets; 
unbroken ser?esa~~ f~md of sa l.a~s an~ so on; in every case the whole 
from disl'k f hkes and d1shkes is to be found in the same person 
fondness ~f eblo dyellow down to disinclination for suO'ar and fro~ 

ue own lo keen appetite for salad. 
0 

' 

ll · There is a sol idar·t · · 1e1r possesso . . 1 Y uniting all these wonderful peculiarities in 
of the list ha r, experience shows this on all sides· whoever has one 
lher · . s, as a rule all th tl T ' · · . e is a connect· b · e o 1ers too. he conclusion is clear· 
~lion , and, if lh~~~s etw~en them all which cannot be refused recog~ 
f turn to a fund so, it can only be because they are all related 
rom Wh · amen ta I bond of · h'd 1ch they all r . uruon. to a 1 den secret source, 

P oceed m common. Now if this source be 
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and absent in others it is obvious that t 

present in some ~;n view. there are in effect ~wo classes of ~~en 
from thts point h have none of all these faculties of sensibility n, 
ordinary m~n. 1W ~bject to excitation. _who are excited in the' !nd 
those pecuha.rby d on every trifling occasion. ay 
already descn e 

1 
. class may be called 'Sensitives', for they are, in fact 

Thetl atm.eorre sensitive than a mimosa. They are so in the very' 
(requen Y h "th I "d ths of their nature, a nature t ey can ~e1 er ~y .a?1 e nor treat 
d~pl b'trary violence· and whenever thelf pecuhant1es have been 
wit 1 ar 1 ' • h · f r h I taken for whims and contrariness t eir ee 1ngs ave a ways been 

hurt by the fact. 

They have quite enough to suffer without that from our everyday 
world which has never hitherto taken any account of them. Their 
sufferincrs are the consequence of their hitherto unrecognised peculi
arity inbthe sensory faculty, and they are enti tled to more considera-
1ion than has hitherto been accorded them. Their number is not 
small, and we shall soon see how deeply human life is penetrated by 
these peculiar factors, of which I have now given you only the most 
elementary and superficial sketch. 

.~n.d so we have seen that there is a great deal more to personal 
se~s1ttv1tx than at first appears and the user of Radionics inevitably 
us mg thetr E.S.P. ea pacity from the beoinning will improve it as time 
goes 0~ and there is no doubt that o~e's personal E.S.P. improves 
dramatically as one tends to use the intuitive powers within us. 

on t~avinf, ~hus described the "sensitive" person Reichenbach g:J 
amazin~~~~:J: a ~umb7r of exciting experiments which P!od~ k 
on the sub'ect s an are m fact published in his now out of pnnt ,, 

00 
.. 

or the cdd f · He refers a lot to magnetic light which he calls Od 
at the poles 0rc~dand refers in his work to the luminous phenome: 
who are actuattst oer of strong magnets. He says "s~nsi_tive ~~~ar 
m th~ magneti~ be apparently h~althy perceive nothing in partJ with 
th~ s1~k sensitive 

0
;ond th.e. excitement of its force field. bu!nergY 

will discover th t 
1 

a sensitive who is run down on nervous 'des 
of a . a t 1ere is pi 1. t the si . ma~net as well easant or unpleasant fee ings a x~ri· 
~ent with visual as a~ the ends". Reichenbach goes on to et that 
r~': all the rage ":,atenals including magnets which were :gnetic 
de arch as Well H ecause later Mesmer came in with ~ Jncan· 

scence" Which proi:~~er~ed to the magnetic ligh~ as. "OdiC 
Y is the best way to describe 1t. 

After . red 
that diffe a great deal discove t 
colour ofre~t angles to ~ experimentation Reichenba~ a diJfert'!! 
tinder scie~r fic light Whiche poles of a magnet produ 'th'e persD 

1 c conditio can be seen by suitable sens• belo"'· 
ns and these are given in the chart 
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in ra~l 
he \~r,· 
or treat 
vc lx-~n 
Ys ~en 

~\Cr\dav 
. their 
i pccuh
)nsiuera
!r b not 
lrated b~ 
the mo~1 

1 personal 
inc\itably 
it as time 
impro\~ 

' us. 

1\l 

(ill the lin~ or lhc dip) 
pure grey 

?~ 
a narrow red streak er l toward the north) 

45° (asccn ing 
" violet blue 

" .. 
67° .. .. 

dark blue 
" " 90° ,, .. . , 

light blue •• " 110° .. " ,, 

" 
dark green 

127° " .. " .. 
145° .. light green 

163° .. .. .. ,. greenish-yellow 

180° " .. .. light yellow 

~00° .. .. ,, ,, golden yellow 

225° .. ,, " 
orange 

.. 247° 
" " " 

flame-red 

.. 270° .. .. red .. .. 
.. 29QO .. .. deep, intense red 

.. 325° .. .. ,, .. greyish-red 

.. 360° reddish light-grey .. .. " 

1 The chart which follows shows it is also remarkable that the 
~~~u~s standing diametrically opposite to each other are not properly 
velJ P en~entary colours; for red here stands opposite blue instead of 
liu.t~:ct '1tbdl flame-re~. instead of green, opposite violet-blue; grey 0 

ue oppos1te yellow, etc. 

The circle · d' 'd h. h rnu~t be r is LV1 ed into sections of 90° the zero of w lC 

each side ix~ 1at the dip. Opposite this, at 180° stands yeJJow; at 
0
PPosile to ~! 1 

at the distance of 900, red and blue are situated 
Were beneath eh other, so that these again are 180° apart. If we 
the dip of th th~ magnetic equator where the polar direction and 
Co\ e needl · · ' f h 

ours Would b d' e comc1de. the direction and arrangement o t e 
e 1fferent. 
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Deep red 

Above 

Light yellow 
180 

Greenish yellow 

Light green 

~ 
0 Grey 

Reddish light grey 
Below 

Fig. 1 Colours of odic light as shO\\n to the poles of a magnet 

We may then see that just in the magnet itself there !s a great 
deal of variation of colour and force fields. Later experiments b; 
the author showed that in fact not only magnets produced this ~heno· 
mena, in fact non-magnetic substances such as silk and materials of 
all kinds produced the various phenomena according to the shaii:e 
and it is the shape that is important and in this type of research ~e 
will di~cover that shape is the continuaJly predominant factor 10 

producing the phenomena of Negative Green. 

. We m.ay ~ext refer to a book called 'Vitic' published !~J~~ 
Diego. Califorrna, about 1950 which shows some research und~ ·ork 

· h h ' I this \\ wit. t ~ effects of carbons and a permanent magnet. n 
which discusses ancient Egypt we find the following paragraph. . (I 

Yea f · d · ·er someth111~ . rs o expenment followed in the effort to 1scov r'ol).) 
w!~ 1ch whe.n held. in the hand would beneficially affect th~dn~arbl1" 
system .. FmaJly. 1t was found, by accident, in car~on. Hat of force 
suc.h as IS used Jn arc ]amps will give out a certain amour rJ1 ner'e 
thich, experience has taught us is not to be distinguished r~o cause 
a0~.e. . But. i.f the carbon is tr~ated in such a mann~r as hard\!ned: 
th 1~le.1t dislurbance of its molecules and then special!~ becoo;:J 
a ~ea?rce evolved by it is greatly augmented, and the r and st0 'oS 
by th sou r~e of power, a power that is so readily absor~ge re111a1 
cffect'e ufn1polar ganglion cells that a five minutes' c a 

ive or at least 12 hours. 
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In his studies in Electro-Pathology, Dr. White Rohl.!i hem wr ·11 • . h 1 t . . . . • 
111

U 
nf n1Y hypothcs1::> t at an e ec n.c w~ vc 1s nol .simple !1ut coHipouncl, 
~ays: "Tha~. the second al~ernattv~ is no~ f ar-,t~~<:hcd 1s Sl.tggcstccl hy 
a recent d1scov.ery of Baines, th~tt ?Y d spcl.1,tl harden mg pi occss 
applied to ordinary arc-carbon,. a new force' ha'\ b~cn found 10 

r~side in the altered ~arbon, which can be C(~nveycd to and stnr1.:d 
in the body for a penod of several hours by simply holding these in 
the hand, with the result that subnormal ga lvanomclric deflection 
arc enormously enhanced~ and already we ha vc been able to obsc1 vc 
gratifying changes in cases of nervous breakdown apparently hy 
increasing the nerve charge through these new carbons. What this 
force is we do not as yet know, nor is it known to the eminent 
physicists and physiologists to whom we have demonstrated it It 
is not magnetic. And it differs from an electric charge in that 1l 1, 
not readily diffused, but is, as registered by the galvanometer ov r 
a period or 12 hours, stored probably in the unipolar ganglia of th 

nervous s}:slcm." 
lt will be appreciated that the terms and researches into carb n 

and magneti:sm might appear to be misleading as far as the tcnn 
Negative Green is concerned, but in fact, we arc discussing the same 
lhing under a different name. 

We abo see a rderence by Dr. J. Horne Wilson in the following 
paragraph: He asserts that "magnetism applied to the left side of the 
b~d). stimulates the heart action but only so long as the body rc~ains 
\\1th111 the magnetic field". Is this an accepted fact? If so, 1s the 
cl~cct produced via the aura and/ or the etheric body? Recall, that 
Kilner's experiments showed that the aura wa'> d istortcd by the 
pro.ximity of an electro-magnet Here seems to be a link between 
anunal magnetism' and an ordinary magnetic field. 

A great deal of confusion arose al one time, in the history of 
me~mcrism, from a virtual identification of these two types of mag
~et15ni (~o lo ~peak), but the use of the magnet was practically aban
d o~ed when tt w~s found that its supposed effects coul.d be repro
. uced by suggestion. But the fact that these effects (like those of 
'l

1
°1 ordinary medication) could be so reproduced, does not prove 

l laL the actual effects of the magnet a re nil. 

f 
It could thus be assumed a priori that there is an emanation 

rum lhc c b J • f th1· cmc.m· . ar on, but I have found no rderen~c ~o t 1c a~cmg ~> ~ 
0 bc

ation toward a magnet or of ·1 magnetic held toward carbon. 
r "twee ' I L. s of ALL d. ~ car?on and any other substance. If t 1c cn~ana ion ~<.tm im<tgnet1c substances are themselves paramagncltc, docs the 

tion c ~~vcr~al hold for paramaonetic subsLanccs, so that their emana
mo~ ~ic dimagnctic? We ha:e here some slight hints of the cnor-~ advant h. d' I · c ·tnd to the 
!lcicncc f ages w 1ch might accrue Lo me 1ca sc1cnc ' 
of visio 0 p~ysics. Certain human beings possess in latency powe~~ 

n which exceed that of the electron-microscope and the greates 
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J copes yet constructed, and .the day will pe~haps come when even 
~eh~~icists will recognise the importance of lnstruments 'invented' 
by Nature and not by themselves. 

According to certain observati?ns, the natural emanation of the 
carbon js increased in size and brightness when the magnet is held 
in the other hand; it is thus apparent that some kind of influence or 
'magne:ic current' uses the body as a cond uctor. Whether this is 
a one-way directional 'current'-and if so, from which direction
is not known. Experiments with the galvanometer indicate that some 
kind of energy is stored in the body; i.e., there is an increased differ
ence of potential and an increased deflection of the galvanometer 
pointer. Presumably this 'stored' energy (which persists for seven 
to ten hours) is the sa me in nature as that which produces the normal 
deflection when neither carbon nor magnet is used. 

The field covered by the phrase 'odic force' and by radia~t 
energy and radiesthcsia, is so vast, so su btle and complicated, that it 
will be easy for those of us interested in the therapeutic use of the 
carbon-magnet combination to become side-tracked and hopelessly 
involve~ i~ other-though related- pro blems. The first problem, no 
doubt, is Slillpl~ to prove (all over again) the existence of the phe_no· 
menon; and this can be done by instrumental means. I ts pbys1c~J 
or psycho-phys!cal effects can be demonstra ted by controlled e~pen: 
ments and chmcal experience, just as in the case of any other new 
trea.1ment or medication. AU forms of suggestion wiJJ have to be 
avoided-although suggestion wilJ be as valuable here as in any other 
form of healing, when or if the experimental stage of the carbon· 
magnet treatment is passed . 

. A great deal of more remotely relevant ma teria l is to be not~ 
m the ~emarkable development of Radiesthesia, particularly 10 

Europe. m the expanding studies of the nature of the aura and the 
ethenc body, and m the whole fie ld of medica l electronics. 

In using Radiesthesia as a guide and aid to detecting Negative 
Green, we may refer . to .a few words about Radiesthesia by J. .A 
~ont~n~~? at the Scientifi~ Congress in 1956 at Locamo. in whic~ 
~·said . ~e ~ust take mto account radiesthesic sensitiveness, it 
. mg. an onentat1on of life and fa voured b t . A beginner 
m this studv should t . Y coun erpo1se. . ost 
ada pted to his tastes :~d to ~ 1~~?1~~r the specialisation which. •tm w
ledge in this special branc possi 1 llies. He should increase bis n~es
th~~i~ sensitiveness consist~ ~nd sele~t. a very simple method. ~ad'me 
~x 1stm~ in and amon the in pcrccivmg the harmony or lack o sa an 
is sensitive by nature gand . components of a ll human ma tters. Mas 
he is sensit ive to balance ~s apt to be penetra ted by this pressure at 
the farthest extreme of feel!"d i on-balance. Such perceptions afirefor 
aoprcciation and with the r~~T . ut ~onsta nt work makes them t ed 
by development of the subc cs.thcsist such perceptions are increas • 
ment to the pendulum." onscious automation of transmitted move 
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And Colonel Stevelinc~ giving h~s con~n1e?.ts at the ~ongr~ss 
ad this to say on the Unity of R~d~esthesia: If the rad1esthes1st 

~iscovers the energy in e\er~ body 1t 1~ the !?roof that those bodies 
decomposed in energy; 1f not Rad1esthesm would not exi l any 

are f E. · h 1 · ere than the formula o rnstern, or any more t an t 1c atomic 
~~mbs. Radiesthesia proves that every body. when it formed is 
polarised, and as such it is a magnet receiver. accumulator and emitter 
of energy special for every body. That Jaw of general magnetbation 
is the only law in nature. I define it thus; directed energy produces 
bodies, an energy not directed will dissolve them. 

"Radiesthesia which discovers the different energies only by find
ing the interferences is only ONE; the pendulum or the rod will 
amplify only the energies accumulated in the human body by the help 
of the interferences. If the energies sent forth by the different parts 
of t~e human body do not give any interference with an energy not 
ad~1tte~ by them that energy will cross the human body without 
bemg discovered by any means; thus it cannot exist several radies
theses as there is but only one possible search. 

'The ~nity of Radiesthesia is thus positively declared. All the 
means to discover energies are good, each of them has its manner but 
each manner of working cannot be a reason to create a new school.,. 

Thus we continually find different opinions and relations with 
un~sual force fields which always refer back to detection by Radi
onics. 

THE NATURE OF LIVING RADIATION 
enftt~diatio.n is the process by which electromagnetic energy is 
or 1 e or given off from something. Trus energy is in vibrations 
rad~ave:. 1t is always due to atomic disturbances. They include all 
gadi0 \\aves, heat, infra-red light, white light, ultra-violet, ~-rays. the 
al'k ma rays of radium and cosmic energy. These energies are aJJ 
0 / v~bexcept for their frequencies, or wave lengths. Not all waves 
Water ratory motions are, or produce. electro-.mag~etic energy. Sound, 
th' • and many mechanical waves and v1brat1ons never produce 
ti~s e~ergy. Sound waves are alternate compressions and rarefica
thens in the air, but the air does not move away from th~ source of 
su sound waves. Waves in water are up and down motions of the 
wa~ace parts of the water, but ~he lat.ter does not !11ove along as the 
k' des appear to do. Mechamcal vibratory mot1<?ns are of many 
hin s, but these motions do not disturb the aton11c structures and 
ence p d ro uce no electromagnetic energy. 

the ?n~ of t~e things which does. prod~~e e~~ctrom~gn~tic .energy is 
an .ad~o-active substances. Rad10-acllv1ty ·~ of l\\~~ kinds, natural 
u d artificial. ln the natural kind, the nuclei of ~~1c~r .atoms are s_o 
n nstabte that they explode and throw. out or rad1alt.: so~1e of their 
Uclear and electron particles. This disturbance abo radiates energy 
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called garnnla rays. This reduces the sizes of the atoms. Th· 
t . es until the atoms are reduced to lead atoms. The expJo . is 

con mu d' . M s1ons 
then cease and no more ra iat10~s .occur. an cannot increase or 
decrease these actions. These radiat10ns are composed of alpha, beta 
and gamma rays. · 

Artificial radio-activity is always man made. They always 
include gamma rays. They a re produced by. directing s.ome of the 
high speed particles fr.om a cyclotron •. or kindred ?ev1ce, against 
desired elements. In this process these high speed particles sometimes 
lodge in the clement being charged and som etimes some of the atomic 
particles of the nuclei of the material being charged are removed. 
It is something like shooting a taw into a ring of marbles which boys 
play in the spring. Sometimes the taw knocks out one or more 
marbles and sometimes the taw remains in the circle with the marbles. 

The atoms being charged with the high speed particles are heavier 
if they take up particles and lighter if they lose one or more particles. 
These heavier or lighter atoms are called isotopes. These isotopes 
are not stable, but grad uaJly return to normal atoms. This returning 
to normal produces the radiated energies emitted from them. Some 
kinds of isotopes return to normal quickly and others more slowly. 

Life as Energy 

The new physics is attempting to explain energy as the bombard· 
ment of electrical particles which float in space, and to deny any 
kno~ledge as t.o their origin, or that they have any origin except 
relatively speaking, namely, that the ethers are filled with them. When 
we feel ~nything, they say, it is the bumping into electrical parti~J.es; 
all physical phenomena can be explained from the relative position 
of an imagined observer. 

f'he .inte~estin~ thing is that there is always the necessary use of 
the imagmatton of the observer, or a theory that if such and s~ch 
were tru~, then so a.nd so would of necessity have to be true, followi~g 
someone s law which has been accepted by science for a certain 
number of years as. a means of measurin or deducino results. All 
~hese laws are admitted to be relative an~ not immut~ble. No one 

ares to declare a fact unless the · . . d · truth 
very few know facts so tl II ma1onty. accepts it; an ·~ t to 
change. ' iat a assumptions must be subJeC 

If they are changeable th . true 
laws. They must belon t~ ey an~ .not, or cannot be. facts or for 
another condition. Thu; we ~ condition, a nd can be exchanged Ja· 
tivity .. whic~ allows for chang~~e ~ceptcd Einstein's theory of renal 
~xpenenc~s m chemistry, which · e ~lso .have many phenom~ . 
mg that 1f certain things are l~lose using it explain only by a~r~ 
one can get certain results Jipu lo~cther under certain conditJOfl.11• d. · · · ence 1f · rtai con Lt1ons 1t can be reduced int )' . gas 1s formed under ce ..n. ·· 

0 iquid, and the liquid solidified. 1 ,,is 
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rroCCSS l'Ull be fCVCfSdCd. by prop?~ metsods, pr1o1 ~indg ~hat an Unseen 
ias can be condense into 1q u 1 , an crysla 1zc mlo matter or 
g b. st·tnc\!. We may or may not smell the gas- we may know its 
SU • ' . I • 11 prcscm:e by its actJon on somcl l.mg we see, sme , t~1ste, feel or hear. 
We causl! an energy lo act upon 1t- u~ually heat or 1ts opposite, cold. 
We bring it into visibi lity in what we know as water, or a liquid state. 
·1 hen by the action of energy again (either heat or cold). we produce 
a crystallization, which is actually the above-mentioned gas brought 
into a more substantial form, or brought into form. Known com
binations of liquids always create the same crystals and lhe same 
gases. 

We have the action of sound both in and out of a vacuum. 
Taking the 5imple example of the two tuning forks, we start them 
vibrating~ the one outside the vacuum will r uJe the one inside, and 
cause it to raise or lower to its own ]eve]. 

·.rhe~ we have Light: This js produced by vi brating a substance. 
A Wife is usually used ; it js started vibra ting; a h umming sound is 
~eard. We vibrate it a little faster and make heat ; still faster, and 
1t. results in colou r in reddish degree; increasing the speed will then 
g~v~ yellow; and so on through the visible spectrum until no light is 
~ 1s 1 ble., It is fou nd that energy passes a long the wire unseen, but 
~s felt 1f touched; or if properly resisted, it produces light, heat, power 
~nd ~ore energy. Everything so far acts and reacts along a very 

efinitc course when the same things are done to cause it. 

. Energy, ~eat, light and power a re usually produced by rota ting 
a 1?dc-stone m an armature; thus there is a magnetic field of force 
~c~ng. But the human body is also composed of magnetic qualities, 
~n h~ been known to emit light even as some fish do; and we say 
~he h.sh has an over-amount of what is ca lled phosphorus, which 

g ows tn the night". 

fi h This does not be little nor enhance the fact that the body of the 
e s. glows, nor does it prove that in the human body there does no t 
s~ ist .the same substance, or one having a great degree of vibration 
t ormg a different aspect of the same phenomenon. We are prone 
0 et .our terminology confuse a point without realizing that if the 
;~,~~ lt 1s. the same •. the same law must be fulfiJled, even as in chemistry. 
fu n sc laws function on ma ny planes, and the f.act th:1t we do not 

Y understand them does no t detract from their reahty. It should 
~vea l our lack of knowledge to the degree tha t wouJd force us to w!k ~arder than ever to find the cause of a l1 the phenomena, tha t 

might be tru ly wise. 

ra s W~ may now come to the interesting facets ?f Micro-gene tic 
in~j~· Called M-rays by certa in researchers, and the ir effects on the 
of 1.~ua l . In fact it was discovered some years ~go tha t ~e result 
0 lhis type of rad iation can however have a decided bea lmg effect 

n the ind ividual. It wou ld appear that certain vegetables produce 
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this type of radiation, not~bly oni?ns. Of course onions have b 
known for years as a healing nledia, but the detection of M- ~n 
about 1934 places them alongside the other mystifications 0/aY~.in 
tional patterns which we now know to be forms of Negative Gra ia. 

h . · ff reen 
lt has been known t at m1cro-organ1sn1s are a ected greatly by th · 
types of radiation. The types of radiation we are dealina with ~e 
deciding which is, or is not Negat1ve Green, fails into a n~mber ~~ 
patterns which stem purely fron1 the magnetic, electrical, odic and 
then on to the living tissue itself in order to produce the same 'types 
of radiation that keep it alive. Thus we may see that the in teresting 
facets of Negative Green are yet to come. 

Negative Green is not always related to the unknown pheno· 
menon around us. It can be associa ted with the magnetic meridian 
of the earth and one of the best researchers into the magnetic meri· 
dian was Dr. George Starr-White, who in his historical resume 
described it as-the energy that turns the compass needle and unerr· 
ingly directs the navigator through perilous seas of air and water
used in diagnosing. preventing and curing i11-healtb. 

In one of his earlier works Dr. George Starr-WhHe writes:
"lt was in 1876 that an old hunter and wild-pigeon trapper told .me 
that such birds as the migratory wild pigeons (ectopistes migrato~1us) 
now extinct had a 'compass' in their heads. To 'prove it', he h~r· 
ated a wild pigeon from his net and I watched it soar high in the air, 
then make a turn and dart off in the direction of its birth place. 
though very many miles away. I realized that the trapper did no! 
mean a compass in the ordinary sense, but that he meant a 'ment~I 
or a 'psychic' compass, or what might now be termed a 'M~gnetrc 
Sense' or 'Sense of Direction'. His hidden meaning did not interest 
me. I saw the pigeon do certain things that seemed mysteriou;, ~~ 
~ began to ask questions of every hunter and trapper I kne~. reear 
mg the power of birds to take an unerring direction to thelf homes. 
even though they might be thousands of miles away. 

"As years went by I experimented and investigated and Iearn~d 
that this power of orientation. as it is called, was possessed by vena 
many other animals as well as by birds. I proved that frogs irne 
toads had the faculty, as weJJ as cats and dogs. I also f<?und s ree· 
humans who possessed the power of orientation to an amazing deg 

"I learned that lightning storms. or 'electrical storms' as/~t:;.~ 
c~lled them, would make birds lose their way. I later prove birds 
high-tension currents and the radio broadcasting currents make 
of passage temporarily lose their power of orientation. 

"F . . b d ·ng of rnanY or many years I have been mterested m the ree 1 corn· 
varieties of birds. The year before ' radio broadcasting' becamf birds 
mon. I advised a large bird dealer to Jay in an extra stock 0 as l 
from foreign lands as well as from domestic sources becad~~t~rbing 
explained to him. radio broadcasting would have such a is 
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upon the delicate nervous organism of birds that they would 
i~ftue~c\ young out of the nests and that, for several years. certain 
k1c~ t'1~1 of birds would become very scarce. This dealer did not 
vane 1~1uch dependence upon my prophecy. In due time he went 
plar~ad as usual to buy up birds. W~en he ret~rned, h~ told ~~ that 
~~wished he had listened to my ad.vie~ regarding certain vanet1es of 
birds, for he said there was a scarcity m all parts of the world. 

''Since then, year by year, some varieties of birds have become 
a little more accustomed to certain radio broadcasting waves, but 
the so-called 'jazz broadcasting' has a very bad effect upon them and 
I have noticed some varieties of birds will become so uneasy when 
jazz noise is 'on the air' that they cannot remain jn their nests, but fly 
about as if there were a mouse in their cages. 

"Another peculiar phenomenon in Nature that I observed was 
that lima beans trained around poles aways twisted around the pole 
anti-cockwise. 1 mentioned this to different people. and my attention 
was called to the fact that each species of vine always had its own 
individu.al ~lethod of twisting around trees or poles, if nothing inter
fered with its natural bent. One man, who had travelled all over the 
w?rld .. told me that he had noticed the same phenomenon especially 
w1~h hma beans and he said that south of 1he Equator lilna beans 
twisted around the pole clockwise- just opposite to the way they did 
north of the Equator. 

1 
. "1:rus made me conclude that the force which guided birds in 

heir fl1~hts, ~used frogs to face in a certain direction, and directed 
worms m their migrations, also had something to do with vegetation." 

sle I ras. then interested in noticing the directions in which pers~ns 
th ~t. h did not know whether it was better for persons to sleep with 

%r eads directed north or south, or east or west; but I met many 
~ t 0!18 "Yho .would say that they slept better with the head in a 
th r aghm ~Irect1on. Some said they thought this was a 'notion' but I 

ou 1 it was an in.ft uence other than 'imagination'. 

gro S~me told me they could not sleep unless they were on the 
m un · or were connected with the ground in some manner. One 
othn told me that if he fastened a wire around his hand and had the 
oth~~ ~nf of th~ wire on the floor. he could always sleep better. An
there 0 d me if his bed were on a carpet he could n<;>t s l~eJ? and 
eras· fore ht; al~ays kept it on a bare floor. All these little 1d1.osy~
the ies, or notions' were interesting to me and I kept wondering if 
if ~e Were anything of a fundamental nature to them. I learned that 
sheetc{i~r. wire were passed across the mattress under the under) 
and lha at ~s between the mattress or mattress pad and under.-sbeetr 
radiate/ wire was carried to the ground, gas pipe, water pipe, 

0 
f 

sleepin · n:any persons who could not sleep without s<;>me form 
0 

arran gd pill, or only in 'cat naps' could sleep well in a bed so 
ge . 
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h t some persons, who had been in the hab. 
I als.o Jearn~d ~it~ the head directed north or. south. couldit of 

sleepi~g Ul a bed were turned so the head was duected to east not 
sleep 1f t~a~~s not imagination. because the persons sometimes d~~ 
west. This. h. eh direction they were sleep mg as they were in 
not know

1 
m wWi hen they n1entioned that they did not sleep we]] al 

tranae iouse. · c ih M t' M . . , s Id0 a t my compass out to see u l e agne 1c end1an had 
wou oe , . 
anything to do with it. 

Later I was able to 4prove' that a person who had. slept for 
years with the head directed easl. or west, c~uld not sleep 1f he were 
in a room where the head of the bed was dlfect~ J?-Orth ?r south
be had not observed the points of the com~ass m eit~er msta_nce. I 
have often noticed that if children, even babies. sleep m cots duected 
east or west and do not do well, if the cot is turned so that the head 
is directed either north or south they invariably do better. 

THE POWER OF NATURE 
The idea of "Vis Medicatrix Naturae" certainly goes back to 

the time of Hippocrates, that is to 400 B.C. Hippocrates seems to 
have been the first to grasp the conception of the great healing powers 
of nature and his long and wide experience made him a firm believer 
in those powers. Recovery is thus shown to be the work of nature. 
whose healing powers alone, or supplemented by medical aid, achieves 
the aim-Nature is the healer of diseases. 

This, then, is the doctrine so famous in the schools of Physics 
down. through the ages, and this conception has never wholly. been 
lost sight of for twenty-three centuries. At those times when it has 
been largely forgotten, medicine has tended to lose the human touch 
and . to become materialistic and dogmatic. On the other ~and. 
earned to the other extreme, as it has been at various times, it has 
tended to. a fatal laissez-faire, to the scandal of medical science and 
the essential neglect of the patient. 

The greatest of the medieval surgeons, Ambrose Pare, when h.e f r?ke. away from the dogmas of his age, was content to express bis 
aith m the healing powers in the famous statement "I treat, God 

cures" But wh t · th. h li t in th · . a is is ea ng power or force of nature inheren 
wti?rgamsm? Let me give you two quotations. Firstly. Professor 

iam McDougal, from his famous book 'Body and Mind'. 
HTh ' f 

all 
. ~ essential notion, which forms the common foundation of 

varieties of an1·m1·sm · th 11 • ns o life and . . . · _is _at a or some of the manifestatio d 
from in mm~ wh1c~ d1stmgmsh the living man from the corpse ~n 
which . org:mc bodies ~re due to the operation within of someth¥1g 
pr· . is o a nature different from that of the body an animating 
i~c~ie~iaY~~~~~!~~af~i~~~rn~~~~~rily or always c~nceived as an 
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Secondly, Profes?o.r Ward has t~.s to say: "The fundamental 
·ff nee between hvmg and .non-l1vmg matter is that in living 

di e(~ there is always son1ethmg else present (which for want of 
n:~e~ understandi~g we 111:ay call th~ 'vital !orce'). i.n addition to the 
b erties found ~n n~n-hvmg bodies. \his additional 'something' 
~~~~ws living bo~1e~ w1.th a tendency to ~1sturb ex~sting equilibrium, 

reverse the d1ss1pat1on processes wluch prevail throughout the 
~oanimate world, to store up and build up where they are ever scat
~~ring and pulling d?w_n; the tendency to conserve individual exist
ence aaainst antagon1st1c forces, to grow and to progress, not merely 
taking 0 the easier way, but seemingly striving for the best, reta ining 
any advantage secured and working for new ones." 

The suggestion is that there is a vital power or force in every 
organism which not only sustains life but mainta ins it against aIJ the 
innumerable adverse factors seeking to destroy it. It is this posses
sion of the Life Force which marks the difference between organic 
and inorganic life. But it may well be asked whether in postulating 
this vital force we are really postulating anything more than the sum 
total of the already well-known physical and chemical forces active 
in the rest of the world. The materialists would certainly answer 
'No', and I think the scientific wor]d in general would endorse that 
opinion, though it is not q uite so certain as it was. 

For example, the writer of the article on Biology in the Ency
clopaedia Britannica is qu ite emphatic on this point. He says: "It may 
be convenient to use the terms 'vitality' and 'vital force' to denote 
the causes of certain great groups of natural operations, as we employ 
the names 'electricty' and 'electrical force' to denote others; but it 
ceases t? be proper to do so if such a name implies the absurd 
assump.t1on that 'electricity' and 'vitality' are entities playing the part 
of efficient causes of electrical or vital phenomena. A mass of living 
protoplasm is simply a molecular machine of great complexitv. the 
total results of the working of which, or its vital phenomena, depend ilin the one hand-upon its construction, and on the other, upon 

e energy supplied." 

-th ~u~ my viewp~int is that we a re dealing with 'something more' 
J wilt t is my workmg hypothesis-and in the following paragraphs 

ry and show what I think that 'something more' is. 

this ~osugg~st that the best way to do this is to trace the history of 
Vital pf~id nown. ~y so many na1nes, the most intriguing being the 
here a trad· ?r D1vme Water of the medieva] a lchemists. as we h~ve 
Potency fitb~n of .a force of more than usual integrating and heahng 
that ni~n~ th ~olog1ca! energy, in other words. l think we shall find 
~f recognitiomgs which have died will know re-birth and grow out 
Whether n. The Italian philosopher Regnano remarks that 
~:e nature 0;fe clea~ly recognises it or not, it is just this search ~or 

1Ple object t~e vital principle which properly constitutes the pnn
an final goal of all biologic studies in general". 
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We come to the next great name in the cha in of trad't· 
f d. 1 h . . I i ion th 

of Paracelsus the amous me 1eva p ys1c1an, 490-154 I a fi · at 
controversy f~om his own day to this. Regarded for centuriesgure of 
arch-charlatan of history. his cont~ibution is at last being a a~ th.e 
ated and understood and he provides another example of RP ef1

• 

renascentur, quae iam cecidere". Pa~acelsus heJd that there ar~~wta 
kinds of doc~o~s: those who h~~l m1raculously and those who hea~ 
through med1cme5. The phys1c1an has to accomplish that which 
nature would ha , .e done n1iraculously had there been enough faith in 
the sick man. This seems to n1e to be a valuable clue: 'Those who 
h~al ~hrough medi~ines' we ~now- the whole body of modern medi
cine is an expression of this aspect, and it has not got us much 
further to an understanding of the fo rce. But what about the miracu
lous here, apparently, \\ have the power raised to an 'nth' degree 
- under these conditions we may lea rn \Omcthing which in its ordin
ary state we miss. I am On\ in~cd that even in miracles there is this 
physical basis, whatc\er else thcrL' may be in addition. Indeed, I am 
coming to think that the truth in these ma tters can be stated thus 
It is equa lly true. ie .. thcs~ sta tements are co-equal and inter-change· 
able:- All matter i · spirit . .. AH spirit is matter ... you cannot 
have spirit without matter of some sort and vice versa. 

The E nC)clopaedia Britannica slates that '"Paracclsus founded 
the ~S) mpathetic S) tern' of n1edicine, according to which the stars 
and o ther bodies, especially magnets, influence man by means of a 
subtle emanation o r fluid which pervades a11 space" and Osler says 
tha t ··Paracelsus expresses the healing process of nature by the word 
·munia· which he regarded as a sort of magnetic influence or for~e 
and he believed that anyone possessing it could arrest or heal di: · 
eases in others. As the lily breaks forth in invisible perfumes. so 
healing influences may pass from an invisible body.'• 

In Paracelsus· own words .. the vital force is not enclosed in ma~ 
but radiates within and around him like a luminous sphere 8(~ ·(; 
may be made to act at a distance. It may poison the essence ~ Jt~ .. 
(blood) and cause disease, or it may purify it and restore the hea · 

J . B. van Helmont. 1577-1644. a disciple of Paracelsus: exter!~ 
this doctrine by teaching that a similar magnetic field radi.ateslv the 
man and that it can be guided by their wills to influence di~t · uote 
minds and bodies of others. According to van Helmont, and ~bleS 
his own words, "The means by which this secret proM,rty :~ ... 
one person to affect another mutually is the ~ag~ale ag~ sure or 
but this is not a physical substance which we msp1s~te. mea des all 
weigh. but it is an ethereal spirit. pure living. which pef'~rchetJS 
things, and moves the mass of the universe." His !ht:ory ~ its rcgu· 
postulated an extra corporeal force prdctically unhm1ted an 
lative powers_..cl vital inherent formative force. . peJd 

There are of course other researchers into this inleresun~n his 
such as the French engineer. Georges Lakhovsky for example. 
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k "The Secret of Life'', holds th~tt ~hilc. tl~c mcch.a ni
wcll·kn0wn ~o~ lanation is insunicient to explain life. !l 1s explained 
cal chemica exp a of auto-electrification in human bcmgs- thal the 
by the ph~non~~~n all living beings is nothing but an electro-magnetic 
ctll~~~~~1c~~~ble of emitting and absorbi ng radiation _of ~ very 
~ r ~ency And then we have Professor Tromp, who in !us pub-
~fi,/~onum~ntal .and erudite "~hys ica l PhY,sics", states t~at his 

• 
1
·n obJ·ect " is to owe an explanation of d owsing, rad1csthcsia, etc., ma ::> • , Id I . , d 

by an analysis of cxter~al .e~ectro -ma~net!~ he s o n psyc 11c a n 
physiological phenomena m ltvmg organisms . 

We have the researches of Dr. Re ich, who has s tudied the un
usual phenomena which we now call Negative G reen and ma~ be 
applied to all kinds of na tural phenomena. His wo rk is especially 
interesting as, unlike any other worke r in this field, he started o ut 
from an entirely different stand point, namely from psycho-analysis, 
being a disciple of F reud . As his work seems to be little known in 
this country, I will give a brief survey. 

Betwee~ 1936 and 1939 Reich did a great dea l of experimenta l 
work and discovered and observed what he called the Bion. Bions, 
~e found, were invariably produced when matter is heated to incan· 
a~scence and .~ade to swell ~ they a lso formed , but more slowly. when 
"a~ ma.Lter d1s1~tegrates and breaks down ... Bions." to quo te Reich, 
t' e Ffcroscop1cally visible vesicles of functioning energy and transi
~~n~ orms f~om non-living to living matter. The Bion is the e le-

n ary functional unit of all living matter. It carries a certain 
:?~~t ~ orgoi:ie energy, which makes it function in a specific way 
contegi~a y. It 1s a unit of energy, consisting of a membrane, liquid 
'or 

0 
n and an amount of orgone energy- it can be caJled an ea: ;e eneq~y vesicle'. Bions are constantly being produced a nd 

colou~v~l061 mto protozoa or degenerate into cocci and bacilli ; the ir 
which 18 ~e. ~v~ry living organfam is a membraneous structure 
orgonot~ontams m its body fluids an amount of orgone; it is an 

ic system". 

true Two observations can be made:- (i) That if what he claims is 
gen~r ~~ are f a~ed with the startling proposition of the spontaneous 
was th ionhof life- a staggerihg fact if so, and a question which it 
is prob0~f t L~uis Pasteur had settled once and for all. (Note: this 

a Ya misreading of Reich's cla ims.) 
conc~ii) .That we ~eem to have here a satisfactory explanation of the 

Pllons of Vis Medicatrix as it applies to the individual ce ll. 

tionsUpf to. this point, a lthough Reich bad observed the above reac
With to b1ons. and bion-cultures, he was not aware he was .dealing 
he w he manifestations of a specific biological energy. But m 1939 
spec· as wor~ing with ocean sand and found that from it, by hjs 
sweJ~~l technique of bionous disintegration by in~andesccn ~ heat and 

ng, he could obtain a pure culture of special blue b1ons. what 
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he subsequently called Sai:;>abio_ns, wh~c~ exhibited an energy With 
an extraordinarily intense b10log1cal activity. 

In a Jong series of experiments ~e identified this with sun energ 
which is present everywhe~e, and µ us he f 0~1nd to be the same ener'l,y 
as that in the living organism which takes it u.p fr2m the atmosphere 
and directly from the sun, or, as he puts it, the energy which 
o-ovems the living is of necessity identical with the a tmospheric 
~nergy". He then argued that if energy is in the atmosphere every
where it should be possible to demonstrate and concentrate it. 

This he did by means of what he called his orgone accumulator 
using two properties of orgone, and this has been used therapeuti~ 
cally, firstly, for the treatment of cancer, in which he claims it has 
been successful, and later, for a11 sorts of other diseases, again it is 
said with impressive results. 

From this, via sex-t!conomy, the organism theory, character 
analysis, vegeto-therapy. the biological basis of neurosis, he has come 
finally to what he calls medical orgone therapy- a therapy which 
uses the same fundamental energy, whether dealing with a neurosis 
or a cancer. In this he is nearer to the medieval physicians such as 
Paracelsus or van Helmont, or even 18th century Mesmer. who arrived 
at the conception of the Vita l F luid from philosophical considera
tions. and believed in the universal remedy~the Divine Water. 

Reich outlines his hypothesis in the following manner and giv~s 
a summary of some of the characterjstics or functions of Cosmic 
Orgone Energy:-

1. Orgone Energy is present everywhere and it forms an unint.er· 
rupted continuum. It penetrates everything, though at vary~g 
rates of speed. It is basically different from electro-magnetic 
radiation. 
As far as life is concerned, the living organism is an . ~rgan· 
ised part of the cosmic orgone and possesses special quabues we 
call 'living'. It has an orgonomic potential brought about by 
the fact that orgone energy flows from a weaker or lower to. a 
stronger or higher system. Each type or species possesses its 
specific energy level, that is, it has orgonotic capacity. All sur· 
plus energy is discharged, hence there is an orgone energy meta· 
bolism. 

2. Orgone energy is always and everywhere in motion. ~oveme~:~ 
dynamics, functionalism. changeability constitute spec1fic qt~ 
ties. Within the framework of this mobility there are ast 
motions: (a) wavy motions. (b) pulsations, and (c) a west-e 
movement of the atmospheric-orgone envelope. 

3. It transmits orgonotic excitation with the 'speed of ligh~';_sb~; 
light itself is an appearance of orgonotic illumination ~ll ~a
local character. It has also the property of autogenous 1 u 
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. This can be observed in a room of complete darkness. 
~~~~~ it appears. a bdluish-~r1eyt, orb

1
in a pressure vacuum tube, 

when the colour is a ~ep v 10 ~ or u~ .. 
Or•one energy exists in .varymg ~on~1t1ons and forms. but eve.ry 

4· t p~ is mobi\e-d~ nam1c . ddienng m speed, and never stat1c-
y . 1 mechanica. 

S. A concentration o
1
f orgone. enedrgy il~d~n orgfonhotic systedmc 1ontraf-

dicts the genera unrestncte va i ity o t e secon aw o 
thermo-dynamics. There exists not only a process of dissipation 
of energy in heat but also the reverse process of the building 

up of energy. 
It seems a far cry from the Cosmjc Orgone Energy to the Vital 

Fluid with which we started, and yet to my mind, the search for the 
nature of that 'something 111ore' I postulated at the beginning has 
now an answer, even though it be only a tentative one. We are, I 
submit, dealing with one and the same force. It is the Vis Medicatrix 
Naturae of medical science, the Mumia of Paracelsus. the Vital Fluid 
of the medieval alchemists the Animal Ma<rnetism of Mesmer, the 
Odic force of Reichenbach: the Nervous Eth~r of Richardson, the X 
force ~f Eeman, the Bio-cosmic energy of Brunler. the Orgone energy 
of ~etch, and to incorporate an Eastern conception, the Prana of 
lndia~ ~etap~ysics, and the physical embodiment of the belief of 
the V1talists-m one word, it is the Life Force itself. 

If it should prove that this is the same as the Ether of space, 
su~ely this would be a stupendous fact! For it would mean that the 
~nIVerse is not simply a concatenation of blind chemico-physical 
~rces m which life exists as a forlorn and precarious stranger, but 

t at the universe is a livina universe in which to be alive, whether as 
amoeba or man, is to be ::>at home~ and that in literal fact, we live 
and move and have our being in an ocean of living energy. 

This has always been the mystic tradition, why should it not 

now be scientific truth? 
We may ao on throuahout nature to find various r~sea.rcheifrs 

who h d' 0 e k. d of thinu m d -
f ave iscovered or re-discovered the same in ° . 
arent forms and although the identity of what we now term N?au~~ 
s reen. bas been applied for many centuries by Jcnowledgea? ~f'd,e on~. it was not until it was rea11y discovered frof a stu1\s 0 wn. 
~~cient pyramids that it was identified as a naftural 

0~~
0 

g~nerated 
mce that time it has been discovered that the orce ea 

under certain conditions and through certain shapes. 

THE MYSTERY OF SHAPES h t certain shapes 
It h d · this century t a f h a as been discovered unng .1nd unknown forces o t e 

n~ colours can manipulate the know~ ' . nianY researchers have 
Untverse. ln studying these various s apes 
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f ce Negative Green may be suitably manipulated 
found th~t the 

0 \hough it is an unseen force, but nevertheless its 
and studJehd, evteund1.ed in scientific proportions, are nothing short of 
effects, w en s 
dramatic. 

Possibly one of the most dran~atic methods of researching is to 
'-.se a model of the original pyram1dh?f Cheophs. Suffice to say that 
there is enough literature on th~ istory, t e i;neasurements, the 
reasons for existence of the pyram1~,. a]ready ~u~hshed by a number 
of Authors. lt has mystical and rehg10us assoc1at1ons, many of which 
are so exact tha t they cannot be ignored. 

A little of the history of the pyramid by Adam Rutherford 
might be in order at this point: 

"Shaw thought tha t the Pyramid's interior passage and chamber 
system was not adapted for a sepulchre and believed it to be intended 
for the mystical worship of Osiris in other words, a temple. This 
beJjef is akin to that of the R osicrucian people (AMORC) today who 
hold tha t the Great Pyramid was a temple of initiation into the 
Mysteries. 

The Dane, Frederick Lewis Norden, examined the Great Pyra
mid in 1737. He was a marine officer and a talen ted draughtsman, 
whom King Christian VI of Denmark sent to Egypt to make draw
ings of the ancient monuments. Besides giving the general outline 
of the ground passages and chambers, he mentioned especially the 
massive stones over the present E ntrance to the Great Pyramid
'An architrave over it showed that it had had a portal and several 
s~ones had been removed in search of it, but common square work, 
like that .of the rest of the building, was found behind the great 
stones which composed it." 

In the same year 1737 an ecclesiastic Richard Pococke, L.L.D., 
F.R.~ ., landed in Egypt and quite unkno'wingly passed Nor~en, the 
Danish traveller, on the Nile during the night. It seems a pity that 
two celebrated travelJers should be within a stone's throw of each 
oth~r a.nd yet never meet. Pococke's Travels were published in 1743· 
which mcluded an account of the Pyramids of Giza and others. 

He correctly allocated the Great Pyr amid to Cheops' reig~. th~ 
Second Pyramid to Chephren's and the Third P yramid to MycerUlU~ ' 
~II of th~ IVth Dynasty of Egypt. He a lso appears to have ?e~n th: 
/~t to giv~n an account of the Step Pyramid at Saqqara bmlt 10 tri· 
~~~~af f p D1ose~ or ~o~r (IIIrd Dynasty), this being the first e~at 
Pyram·d yr~~id built m prepara tion for the build~ng .of t\vorJd. 
None ~f ~h 1fi regar~ed as the oldest existing building m t; areat 
Pyramid we ~e . cas1.ng stones which origina lly cover~d. t eones at 
the base were v1~1ble m Dr. Pococke's day, as the remainingbeJieved 
that the p ere l~dmg deep below many feet of debris, but h7 g stones 

yrami had been cased in finer stone. The caslll 
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now cx~ose<l on the first course of masonry, that resting on the 
Foundatio~ Platf o.rm, have proved Dr. Pococ.:ke to be right. Dr. 
Pococke ~1ves a list of measurements of the interio r passages and 
chambers m the masonry of the Great Pyram id. 

T~e ~yramid is oriented to the four card inal points and the rock 
on which 1t was built js visible at the corners. 

It is of intere~t to the student of Negative Green to read a great 
d~al. about Pyram1dology. One or two publications arc listed in the 
B1bl1?graphy at the end of this work. But historical reJigious and 
mystical aspects of the pyramid as jde, in itself. the pyramidal shape 
has the so-called magical power of preserving flesh or producing 
what we term mummitication or dehydration. 

. Lt will be noted that the pyramid of Cheops is the only pyramid 
m the world of its particular dimensions and the only pyramid in 
the world not used as a burial chamber for roya lty. 

So this Jeaves the reader with a great deal of work in research 
if he wants to know more a bout the pyramid as a historical subject 
in itself- and believe me the study of the Great Pyramid alone has 
been written a bout in many dozens of books, some of which are 
truly fantastic and rewarding to read. T he informa tion contained 
in such books is not only the result of many years of patient research 
by those who do not look upon the Pyramid as a media for Negative 
Green or the mummification force. but as a historical subject and 
that alone gives the Pyramid an unusua l place m the history of the 
world. 

However. we are more concerned with the phenomenon 
connected with the Pyramid. We have already seen that the four 
cardinal points of the pyramid as situa ted in Egypt at the time when 
it was made or built was with one face at magnetic North. Now 
many readers will know tha t mag~etic. North. aJt~rnates each ¥ear 
slightly by as much as 11 degrees m either d irect10n, over a given 
decade, so the fact that the pyramid is placed in this pa rticular way 
must have had some bearing on its use. 

At the time when the pyramid was built the cham~er leading 
right into the inside--that is t~e P'1:ssage way- had . th~ light of the 
North Star going into the very mteno~ of the pyramid 1ts~lf .. It d?es 
not do this now of course because this star has altered m dlfection 
over the centuries. but we can make model pyramids by which. to 
test our theories and many have already done so .. Some pyramids 
are commercially available but they are no~ so relia ble as the. ones 
made by yourself. The instructions for ma km~ .a mo~el pyramid are 
based on the direct scaling down from t.h~ ong.mal size of the Great 
Pyramid, you will note that 1 say the ong1_nal s1ze, because today ~be 
Great Pyramid is much smaIJer, because its bas~ plates and o~tside 
covering have been removed over the centunes. But a simple 
cardboard pyramid can be made in the following manner. 
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Draw a straight line 8 inches long ABC. divided .as shown 0 0 

the diagram. At D. two inches from A. draw a vert1.cal l~e DE, 
3i inches long. At E, two inches from C, draw. a vertical hne EG. 
also 3-! inches long. Draw a line FGH, a lso four mches long, parallel 

to ABC. 
Draw heavy lines connecting A to F, F to B, B to G, G to c 

and c to H. Also draw heavy lines indicating the base Jines: AB, 

BC, FG. GH. 
You will then have four triangles: AFB, BGC, FBG and GCH. 

Cut these out carefully and fasten the rising edges together with 
gummed tape. The result is a four sided pyramid sufficiently large 
to be placed over a fragment of food. Three-sided pyramids do not 
produce the same results. 

The material used may be thick paper or cardboard; paper
coated with metal foil on one side has also been used. Wood and 
certain metals have been employed with success in pyram.id building. 

One face of the pyramid should be turned nlagnetic North. It 
is suggested that this be marked for identification. 

Experiments should be made with any suitable material both 
for construction and for testing. The dimensions of the pyramid are 
not critical, only approximate. 

F 4" G 4" H 

A D 8 E c 
Fig. 2. Making a simple cardboard pyramid 

Once you have made the pyramid you can manufacture another 
to any p · · b roporllon you wish. The one shown is rather a smaU one. 

ut you can multiply the size indefinitely and some researchers have 
made very large ·d f . pyram1 s or expenmental purposes. 

and ~ ~me~ber some years ago, 1 had a small pyramid on rny desk 
slight!/ :~i~ed a cube of. meat underneath it. This cube of me~t wad 
the pyramid .

1 
solf that it ?ecame in the centre of the pyranud fted 

piece of mea: se was onentated to magnetic North. A controfoot 
away Th of the same size was placed alongside-about a ned 

· e experiment took several weeks; in fact the contro 
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pic~e of meal had to be thrown away after one wc~k. but al'tc1 a 
penod of three weeks, on removal of the pyramid the pic~c ol mc.i t 
underneath it was dry and solid and showed no sign of dct1.:1 ioration. 

Radicsthesic tests thereafter proved that there was in l'at:L .1 

force lo be reckoned with. 

It is interesting to note that should two pyramids be placed 
side .by side the force is cancelled. U three pyramids an; pla1.·cd s id~ 
by side the force is resumed~ so on every odd pyramid attached to a 
series the (orce is renewed and is cancelled on an even nu m her ol 
pyramids. It does not matter in which direction the series goes. hut 
the pyramids must touch each other to nullify each olhcr's cfkc: l. 
This peculiar phenomenon was accidently discovered when doing 
some experiments some 20 years ago: Other researchers ha ve 
discovered the same thing. 

I know of no books that are avai lable either in any Egyptology 
museum, or any book on Egyptology that deals with the mummifica 
Lion through the shape of the pyramid. Some time ago l approached 
the British Museum and similar bodies only to be told tha t it is a 
fallacy- I am making it up! The fact remains that you, anybody, 
can produce this phenomenon with no technical experience, no 
outside knowledge- just make your pyramid put your piece of meat 
or anything of a similar nature underneaU1 and the pyram id will do 
the rest. It requires only a second or two to do each expcrjment and 
to leave it for a few weeks. Should the experiment be only partially 
successful it will probably be that you have made the pyramid the 
wrong size in proportion to the one shown in the diagram. 

Some years ago a number of articles appeared in a publication 
called "The Pendulum", now extinct, in which the sharpening of 
razor blades by the action of a pyramid was a common occurrence. 
It would seem that the razor blade should be placed on edge under
neath the pyramid for about ten days with the edges facing North and 
South: It is best to slightly raise any item placed under a pyramid so 
that it is situated about ha lf-way up the inside of the pyramid. 

It may be of interest to the reader to know what Lt. Col. Steve
linck has to say about razor blades and pyramids in his article in 
"The Pendulum" (1952):- "The fact that razor blades become 
sharpened when placed under a pyramidal shape is a physical pheno
menon. When a blade is sharp it is because of the thinning of the 
steel edge. Under a microscope the steel molecules can be seen to be 
joined and orientated in one direction, that of the line of the blade. 
A:fter tempering with oi1, the secret is in orientating the blade in the 
direction of magnetic North; any other direction would produce 
bluntness. 

After using a blade several times it becomes blunt and under 
~he microscope small dents and unevenness are s~en. To re-sh.a~en 
t must be reset, by returning the molecules to thetr correct pos1t1ons. 
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Under a pyramidal form is fo~nd a geomet.ric spo.t where are 

d 11 the 
Jines of force in the pyramid. This geometric 

concentrate a h h t s ot is thus a point of energy w ose power as ~o .as yet been 
P d by any known instrument except the rad1omc computer 

measure b Th · nor is it known just what that poweifir m~y ef. 1. . e st~ength of the 
power can be proved by the mumm cat10n o. ivmg t~s~es and by 
the disastrous effect it has on the human bram when 1t is exposed 

for a certa in time in this zone. 
This power can be seen al~o :Vh~n i.ts energy i~ concentrated on 

any form of matter placed w1thm it~ mfluence; it becomes trans
formed into an accumulator of a parllcular energy. As soon as this 
energy arrives at saturation point. that is to say, a t the moment that 
the pull of this energy beCOJ?eS str?nger than the surrounding pull, 
then the matter gives out a discharging ray. As soon as all the mole
cules contained in the matter reach the same degree of saturation of 
this energy they repel each other and lose their cohesion. 

If at this moment the matter shou1d be exposed to a flow of 
energy in the proper direction, tba" is wO say. in a magnetic field 
'North-South', then the steel molecules aa become orientated in the 
North-South direction. Thus the blade which was blunted by use 
becomes sharp again because all the molecules are in alignment. The 
thinner the blade the less time is needed: Gramophone needles may 
be treated in the same way. The same applies to the hardening of 
blades and is explained by the fact that the magnetising of the mass 
has increased cohesion. 

Fig. J. The "Force Field" 

Further test odel pyra· 
mid and it 8 were made with razor blades under a n:i sharpest 

was proved that after shaving the blade with t e 
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edge was- t~al which gave the highest pendulum r d. 
ine. conclus1ons were reached:- ea mg. The follow-

.... 

(i) that the pyramid has a hardening and th . 1 · 
effect on the razor. us a s 1arpenmg 

(ii) that the blade turned to the South is harder th 1 turned to the North. an t 1e one 

(iii) that this phe,nomenon. is due to the pyramid and not only 
to the Earth s ~agnetism, because when placing the blade 
Nort~-South without the pyramid there is no sharpening 
reaction. 

The series obtained are of course subject to small variations but 
when examined they do produce a certain regularity in result which 
cannot be due entirely to chance. But the fact that one blade can 
be used 26 times instead of four times over a year's experimentation 
shows, without any doubt, that it is fact. 

Another experiment was made to see whether ordinary kitchen 
salt could be made more healthful, in the same way as water, by 
exposing it to a pyramid. The salt was placed in a pyramid and the 
following results were observed: 

On the first day 17 oscillations of great strength, on the second 
day three slight oscillations. on the third day they stopped altogether. 
The fourth day, two weak negative gyrations which increased to 28 
in ten days and became stronger and stronger. 

Other experiments show another form of energy which obeys .no 
known physical laws and in consequence produces phenomena which 
are not exp1ainable by laws. 

All applications of experiments made in Radiesthesia in the field 
o~ energy prove the Unity in Creation which is energy in the form of 
directed rays which is the basis of every experiment. 

Official science wishes to give mathematical classificati?n ~or 
bich phenomena, but their instruments are limited. All our sc1ent1fic 

1 
owledge is kept within a limit of enero-y reactions whose wave 

e~gth~ vary from a few angstroms to se:eral kilo~etres, and. f~e
q encies from hundreds to billions a second. Outside these limits 
we know nothing and our instruments are now emerging. 

the ~a~iesthesia has passed the stage of arithmetical measuring, and 
be rbarary classification though these are both useful as they may 
the U~derstood by the ordinary man. Radiesthesists would commit 
The g eatest mistake should they create a new langu~ge .of ter1!1s. 

Y must use the language of physics, because everythmg is physics. 

tnen;hef terms already in use to differentiate betwee~ the pheno
applica~i energy are sufficient. Let us as Radiesthes1sts fi~d ~e~ 

ons and make new hypotheses wjthout the pretcntions 0 
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We shal1 get nearer to the truth if we keep t 
imposing new Ja~~· o 
the path of simpl1 c1ty. . 

. a shown slightly that the pyra.m1d. generates the force 
Havino . Green later on we wi ll discuss how you ma 

known as ~ega~~: Green but further than this it is not only th~ 
<let:ct .:~h te~~duces this phenomenon. Verl. Cameron discovered 
pyram1 . a ones or cone.shaped forms made m metal or any OLher 
that certain c · ·1 d f substance can produce a very sm11 ar an most pow~r ul form of 
Neaative Green. In fact be demonstrated that by mak1~& the cones 
aJ~ost any shape, some of them can be ver~ large, sens1t1ve persons 
were subjected to the energy therefrom with most uncomfortable 
results. It would appear that th~ energy from such shapes is pro
duced by the magnetic force~ bemg generate~ ?Y the sh.apes going 
upwards, thus forming a kmd of vortex inside the instrument. 
Cameron also discovered that the energy fr?m cones passes through 
walls of concrete; it can be reflected by nurrors, and can be trans-
mitted from one cone or pyramid to another. 

It is a remarkable thing to note that very little has been gone 
into further of this phenomenon which may be applied in many 
ways, either as an experimental force or as a healing fo rce, but in 
whichever way it is applied the results can be truly remarkable. 

Some years ago l was fortunate enough to obtain a .few grains 
of wheat termed 'Osirus' wheat which came directly from beneath 
the floor of the Great Pyramid. This was loaned to me by a museum 
and the Negative Green concentrate in such an ear of wheat was 
truly amazing and I was able to use one of the ears of wheat to try 
<l:nd grow it. It did in fact grow very fast but unfortunately at that 
time I was unable to carry the experiment further due to lack ~f 
space. But I am sure that seeds could be energised by using tl11s 
method. 

Havin~ discussed this Negative Green force, the reader will 
naturally like to find out how he may discover it for hi~self. Th.e 
only known way that we can analyse and manipulate this force is 
through the action of the Pendulum and the Radionic Instrument. 
~nd I had better give a brief outline here of the Pendulum and hoW 
1t works. 

THE PENDULUM and WHAT IT DOES . 
A p d . d TblS . en ulum is merely a weight suspended on a tbrea · Id 

sl!kmple statement can indeed become quite complicated if one wou of 
1 e to go · t h . . . d colours pendulu 1~ o ~ e techmcahties of shapes. forms a~ duluJllS. 
non-ma ms ? which there are many. There are magnetic pe~duluJllS. 
long 

0 
gnetJc pendulums, clear plastic pendulums. square pe y colour 

Y
ou 1·knes, round ones. white. black. purple. green ones-an 

1 e- any shape. 
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For the beginner to obtain 
the best results. ho1d the pendu
lum in the manner shown. about 
3~ inches from the tips of the 
fingers. It is a good idea. when 
ho ld ing a pendulum for the firs t 
time, not to grip it too tightly, 
otherwise it will tire you out, and 
to try and sit so that you a re 
slightly above the table so that 
your hand is, in effect, at right 
angles to the body-this wiJl save 
fatigue. 

To the professional Radies-
Fig. 4. Hand holding the pendulum thesist each colour and shape of 

a pendulum means a great deal 
because it can spell results or non-results as the case may be, but the 
pendulum shown in Fig. 4 shows not only the correct way to hold 
a pendulum but also the most common type available, being a clear 
special plastic pendulum with a thin suspension thread. 

Some operators of the pendulum may find that an instrument 
of heavier or lighter material in weight may be preferable to what is 
generally termed the average weight of a pendulum which is about 
35 grams. Weights of 50, 100 and even 150 grams are sometimes 
preferred. If you find you are obtaining results which are too fast o r 
the pendu lum begins to spin then you need a heavier pendulum of 
a darker colour such as black. If you find that your pendulum is 
going too slow, then you need a slightly lighter pendulum of prob-
ably a different shape. 

Once you have established the type of pendulum suitable for 
you-either one that you have made yourself or bought-you should 
keep .it with you at a ll times. Some people I know keep their pendu
lum m a little cloth bag; ladies use a special little purse. If you 
carry your pendulum with you, you will find as time goes on the 
many uses and diversity of opinions on pendulum work will interest 
you more and take you into more enlightening fields of this subject. 

h 
Having obtained your pendulum, you are now curious as to 

w at to do with it. 

m Ho.wever, before we go into actual practical experiments we 
pe~~ 1•scover :vhat sort of relationship you expect to have with a 
hav· u um. T~1s may at first seem a little strange when we talk. of 
of ;hg a ~elat!onship with an inanimate object, but when we thmk 
an o~t ?dbJect m terms that it is an extension of ourself and not as 

81 e tool then we become more understanding towards it. 

from T~eclpendul~1m will do. nothing of _its own .acc<?rd: Sus.Pei:ided 
othes lme or any inanimate ob1ect and it will remam mert 
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d will not move other than by movement ?f the air, or .if you 
:cided to move it by the. ba~d. WSol wt~ havead111sco~deredt that I~ does 

'thout us holdmcr it. 1a is usu y sa1 a once is that \ 
nfot move won1e can hold a pcendulum and make it move-of course 
o course · · f · th d 

00 
can but this is not the intention o usmg e pen ulum. The 

lntentio~ is to get the pendulum to sho.w you the way. You do not 
think in terms of whether xou are movmg the pendulum or whether 
the pendulum is moving of its own acco.rd .throu!?h the ene1~gy pattern 
given out by the fingers. R~member 1t is an interpretation of the 
pendulum movements much m the same way that y~u ~sea delicate 
piece of measuring apparatus or yo~ t~ne your ra~10 mto a certain 
station. If you do not tune your rad.10 mto the s~t10n you want you 
will not get the station itself. you will get somethmg else. 

You should feel at ease and not under strain. It is often better 
to use a pendulum when .you a~e least tired-.this is ~ostly in the 
morning. Of course there IS noth~ng to stop yo~ fro1:11 usmg a pendu
lum at any time of the day or mght. but at rnght-time you may get 
slightly different results due to the fact that the earth reverses its 
polarity at night. 

Having ascertained that the pendulum and yourself are a team 
you must then begin to understand that you have a mutual relation
ship with this inanimate object which is going to tell you things that 
you could never find by any other method-things that will work 
for you on a slightly different plane to what we are normally used to. 

So in turn we have in a sense to have some control over the 
pendulum, but not enough to inhibit it. We have to think of our 
r~lationship with the pendulum as something which will interpret our 
higher thoughts. When I say our higher thoughts this may be inter
pr~ted ~s intuition or what you like; there is a sound reasoning for 
this which has been mentioned in other works of mine; but if y~u 
rely 100% on the _pendulum and not to reasoning you will obtain 
better results than if you reason something for yourself. 

Th~oughout the world many thousands of persons use the pen
dulum m a great many different ways for a great many different 
purposes. therefore your relationship with the pendulum at the outset 
is one of the most unportant things you have to understand. 

Having thus outlined the pendulum and what it does we can 
now go a step further and describe the basic movements of the 
pendulum and what they mean. 

d 
~bhere are dozens of complicated movements the pendulum maY 

escn e but in th 's f 1 d l in the three b . 1 par 1~u ar work we are intereste on Y J- a 
force th~~ic i:novments which are Positive, Negative or Neutra ·nu 
these b . exists throughout nature in one form or another. Know1 t~ 
future as1c i:novements of the pendulum will show you the way 

experiments. 
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Before we indicate . such t~ings as polarit~. and positive and 
neoativeness, a small pomt I w1sh to make, which may Jatcr avoid 

0 . 
con[us10n. 

Generally speaking a male is right-handed positive and Jcft
handed negative- a female is the reverse, that is, right-handed nega
tive and left-handed positive. Therefore the movements described 
as positive and negative will refer to the male and should be reversed 
for the female. There a re however, certain exceptional circumstances 
when these movements may vary a little depending on the individual 
polarity of the operator. 

The illustrations that follow show the directions of the pendu
lum and are described as positive, negative and neutral; that is to 
sav. positive is clockwise (sometimes referred to as goodness, power. 
helpful, etc.), negative is anticlockwise (sometimes indicating oppo-
sition, badness, etc.). 

Fig. 5. Directions of the pendulum 

. In the above diagram we see that the direction of the left hand 
circle is anti-clockwise (negative), the right hand circle shows the 
direction as clockwise (positive). 

In order to establish your particular type of movements a simple 
experiment may be undertaken. As will be seen by the illustrations 
the pe!1dulum will rotate in a complete circle when suspended over 
an ob)ect that is termed positive; the pendulum will rotate in the 
oppo~1te direction, that i~ anti-clockwise over an object that is termed 
negative. It will swing or oscilJate in any position that is between the 
two extremes. 

Movements of the Pendulum 
d 

1 
Having given some information about the direction of the pen

the um we. shou!d see how it looks in the hand and this is shown in 
usedfollow1~g d_iagrams. In Fig. 6, we see the pendulum as normally 

· rotatmg m a clockwise manner. In Fig. 7, we see it rotating 
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After you have seen the diagrams indicating the movement of 
the pendulum, you will want to try it for yourself, hence we may do 
a simple experiment as follows:-

Place a sheet of clean white paper on the table in front of you. 
White paper (not coloured) is important, as this may affect the end 
results. 

A 

B 
8 

A 

Fig. 8 
Fig. 9 

Draw · J • the best 
) a c1rc e (see Fig 9) with a cross in it To give nd 

resu ts the c· J h · . . · . t Suspe 
lfC e s ould be about 6 mches m d1ame er. d JuJll 

~~gr pendulum over the centre of the cross of itself the pen t~h it 
swin %ove. al~ng. one of the lines, a - a. or' b - b. If Y.00 t~~nk (or 

g g, it will mcrease its movement, after a short while. 
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111 111i• it1l' ) till' pend11l~1n~ ln Sll)P il will: Imagine it to rotate and it 
,, di, 11ud ..,n 11n I hts :s a method of contrornng the pend I d 
,, ,1-. 111 ~.1 ll'>l'd hv I• mile Couc, the eminent French Ps}ch~l~~:~f 
1111 1•1 1 Jl>()ll tt> \Ci, 11nd was referred to as the "Coue Pe ~ I 
h'..,t ", I I 1-. ... till ll Sl'd 111 psy~holngical tcsling today to show ~o~~~ 
1111111111, 1\111\W1.'.lll tah· this further by continuation of the experi-
' Ill 111 , 

Phtl'I.' ,, 1wn lH u pendl on the paper in any direction you wish 
1
111d ... 11 ... pl·nd vnm pendulum so that the pendulum bob itself is about 

111w 1111.h nlh"1.' the surface of the object. Suspend it approximately 
111 t hl' 11\iddk nml it will be observed that instantly the pendulum 
,, 111 11.·nd tn 11.1vd lengthwise along the object. a - a or b - b, this 
b ll't ll\l'd 1w11tral. M1wc your hand with the still moving pendulum 
1l1 111\l' 1.·nd 1if the 1wn. immediately you will obtain either a clockwise 
111 ,II\ .1111i dm.·kwisc lll1)v1.•mcnl. llow quickly this will change from 
1111.• s\\ lllpi 11g tn rnlttting depends entirely on the degree of your own 
st•ns111' 1ty. ln snm1.' persons this will be at once, in others it takes a 
lillk nwn .. • lllm:. 

Move th~ pendulum still rotating towards the further end of the 
p~n On its way it wi ll begin to swing again and then rotate in the 
1'PJhls1t1.· direction to what it did on the other end. 

'\HI huvc established that the pendulum rotates and swings for 
wu Now ynu hn vc to discover your polarity. 

'l he sunpksl way whereby you can establish this polarity is to 
obt,dn a torch ba ucry. A battery bas the ;::>roperty (as does a 
mugnct) of having a positive and a negative pole. Some batteries 
ur~ marked with a plus sign ( +) which is positive and a minus sign 
( ) which is negative. Other batteries. particularly the tubular k.imt 
urc not marked but the top of the batter} is the positive and the 
bntlmn is the negative. 

Suspend your pendulum over the positive pole of the battery~ 
normally in a male this will rotate clockwise, in a female it will 
rotate anti-clockwise; in certain circumstances a different mO\ement 
may be obtained in which case you then determine the negame 
movement you have. In a male this is anti-clockwise if the pendu
l~1m is held in the right hand, in a female clockwise if held in the 
right hand. 

t , lt is ~ntcresting Lo note that should you hold the. pendul~- in 
1t opposmg hand the opposite movement will occur m recogmuon 

0 your own pola rity. 

Having established the type of movement you have obtained 
~~1~r .ll~c positive pole and the negative pole of the battery then the 

r' am mg movement will be the neutral and this is all vou ha' e t.O 
1.:mcmb f • -er or your basic experiments. 
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THE NEGATIVE GREEN PENDULUM 
Having undertaken the ex

periments ~n the previous chapter 
and assuming you may have read 
s imilar books of mine about the 
Pendulum thus you may gain ex
perience in this field we find then 
we ha ve a special type of pen
dulum for detecting the pheno
menon of Negative Green. This 
detection can be done in several 
ways You may use an ordinary 
pend,1lum in order to detect nega
tive green but then this must be 
adjus~ed to the subject under test. 
Obtain a sheet of dark green 

Fig. 10 Adjusting tbe pendulum paper Suspending the pendulum 
in your hand between the :fingers 

wait until the pendulum offers you a clockwise movement which is 
positive. Then slowly lower the pendulum down as shown in the 
accompanying diagram, and having gradually lowered or lengthened 
the string of the pendulum, at some point the bob will rotate in an 
anti-clockwise manner-the pendulum is now tuned to negative green. 

However the difficulty in tuning a pendulum by this method is 
that the exact point of tuning is difficult to obtain because varying 
operators may lengthen the string in different ways thus avoiding an 
exact pendulum length so that it may be repetitive. H owever one way to 
?vercome this is to ~ie a loose knot in the thread of the pendulum so that 
it can be moved slightly up or down and ho1d this loose knot between 

the fingers until the pendulum gives ~ 

=· . J 
Fig. 11 S . l 
detecti Npeci~ pendulum for 

ng egat1ve Green 

anti-clockwise rotation which tunes Jt 
to negative green and then ti&hte~ the 
knot so that each time you pick it up 
you will do so with the knot between 
the fingers. 

Another easier way of course ~s to 
have a pendulum which is spec1a.1ly 
designed for detecting only negative 
,green. Such a pendulum h~s a tuned 
knot already in the suspension thread 
and is so designed to respond only to 
negative green each time the operator 
uses it. 

. h" brid 
Havmg undertaken t 15 hoW 

experiment we want to find out en · gre 
we can detect the negative 
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force. f irst ly .. if you h.avc ahcac.l y made ~he specimen pyramid 
rcvinu!-llY oul l.mc<l (sec Fig. 2) then Y.ou can on cnt the pyramjd so that 
~nc side is oriented lo face magnetic north. You can find magnetic 
north by laying your comp~ss on the tabl~ and when the needle settles, 
this is pointing lo magnetic north . H aving set the pyramid in place 
~ou then suspend the _Pendulum. over the apex, ? r t~p of the ~yramid 
and the pendulum wtll . rot~.lc m a neg~ttve d1rectlon, that is, anti
dockwisc: for women this will be clockwise. 

1 he same kind of reaction occurs over a number of other 
shapes, such as a cone when turned upside down with the point 
upwards~ this of course does not need orienting. There are a number 
of ways in which this unique force field may be utilised and this js 
outlined in the following chapter. 

THE NEGATIVE GREEN BATTERY 
We have already mentioned the late Mr. Capes. who was the 

firsl lo recognise the existence of Negative Green in the pyramid, and 
with his observation we see that he discovered in the inside of the 
pyramid a series of stones which formed , as he put it, a kind of 
battery which was very intense with this type of force field. In his 
O'v\n words he says:- "To the sensitive person approaching these 
stones for the first time a nervous agitation occurs which cannot be 
explained, bul to the radiesthesist with his pendulum a definite and 
v~ry strong radiation Lo negative green will occur and this is more 
y1olent near the top than at the bottom. Since there is no way to 
1sola.1e this field it behoves us to study the matter further before 
commg to a conclusion as to its origin and its effect on sensitive 
people." 

b It is n~w possible through our research to make a negative green 

1 
at.tery which will produce this force field in a controlled amount. 

dt is also possible by using a series of these batteries to increase or 
~crease the force field. The term 'battery' should not be confused 

~ith lhe ordinary electrical type battery, because this type of nega
b~~ ~reen device is a flat one with a positive and negati~e polari~y, 
consit do~s not store electrical energy. It produces, by virtue of its 
bott truct10n, the negative green force field around it and top and 

om as the diagram shows. 

H th· · say . . is negative green battery is placed over the top of, let us 
ba~te~~ 1fal ~eat ~r milk, or anything that is liable to go bad with 
ing 0~a f action, this d~terioration is arrested for some time depen4-
tions inow~~mrse, the climate, humidity, and so on of the lo~al cond1-
take a 

1 
ich !he experiment is applied. As a simple expenment you 

Place ~ ass wi~h a small quantity of milk in it, say about half full. 
t~1e top e t~ative green battery with the negative sign upwards, .over 
t1on of ~he t e. glass and leave it there. This will arrest the detenora-

milk for some time. If two or more batteries are placed 
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on top of each other, each with t~e polarity ~e sar:ne, the force field 
will b~ stro~ger and the preservation of t~e .mllk will be longer. The 
followmg diagrai:i shows a number of nega.t1ve green batteries on to 
of each other which produce a more complicated negative green fo P 

f . . d h 1· rce field which is used or experimentation an ea mg. 

Fig. 12 The Negative Green battery 

;-----.., 
' ' I I 

: N~/- ! 
I I L _____ j 

Fig. 13 Negative Green batteries on 
top of each other 

r--------1 
I ' 
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! NC.-/- : 
I I 
' I 
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Fig. 14 Negative Green batteries carried on the person 

. I have had students of mine carry a negative green battery ~ 
their pockets or handbags and aches and pains which have been pe·s 
· f · There J sistent or some while have vanished in a very short time. · 

no case for auto-suggestion here because the purposes of the expe~d 
ments were not ~o produce healing but rather to see if the b.ody ac':1t
create ~he negative green force of its own accord, rath~r like make 
generatmg battery and we have found that it is possible 1<? ess 
the body generate this negative green force or reduce its effectiven · 
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Having due regard to what. others have ~aid about the Jife force, 
tc no doubt you have bee~ . in a roo'? with a number of elderly 

e e~· le. If you are ~t an sens1tl v~ you will know .that the elderly, not f Png sufficient vital fotce, w11l attract the vital force from the 
~~~~ger person, an~ the force ~hey take is the same thing as negative 
~reen. Now, weanng a negative . ~reen battery w~ have discovered 
eliminates this loss from th~ sens1t1ve perso~. I m 1~ht add here that 
the negative green battery 1s a self-generating device and does not 
need electricity or outside power to generate the force-field we have 
been discussing. Over a period of years we have undertaken experi
ments in a most diverse manner, such as placing a negative green 
battery on the head and a headache will vanjsh if of nervous origin. 
Or we may place two negative green batteries one each side of a 
plant that is ailing and the plant wiII revive. The method to do 
this is shown in the accompanying diagram. 

Fig. 15 N · · 
on each .degative Green batteries Fig. 16 Negative Green batteries 

si e of a pot plant under a bed 

r The effect of a pair of these batteries on the plant is most start-
ing so as t · d · t'on to the la o give almost instantaneous results an reJ.uvena • 
by p nt. I have known very nervous animals to be quietened down 
ex:~rely P~tting a negative green battery in their bed. And s01/~~ we h ment~tion goes on to find out the real use of the force e 
live ;ve discovered. The force-fie1d that is generated by the nef~; 
by ve~een b~t~ery, which has already been described. is ofte~ ~n 
large Y sen~thve persons from a distance of from 3-4 metres. f t 

i~ ha~ b::ahve green batteries the force-field is e~en grea~r~nl~it:~r 
Side of a n known that two negative green batteries P!aC.T ba tteries 
Plaeed 

0 
pe~son will improve the general vitality an~ simt ~r the case 

We have ~:•the.r side of a bed will improve sJeep, 1ust as m 
n With the plant experiment. . 

l'hose . of radiation 
can Still r P<:rsons who are not so sensitive to this 1YI?LJ not be in a 

eceive the benefits of its power, but they wi 
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position to feel it quite so much. General~y speaking the mor.e sensi
tive a person is to extra sensory perceptJ.on (E.S.P.) _the easier it is 
to feel and in some rare cases to actually see the negative green force
field coming from a negative green battery. 

THE NEGATIVE GREEN GENERATOR 
This o-enerator is a Jittle bit different from the negative green 

battery we
0 

have been discussing and the reason a generator has been 
made is to make the force-field in sufficient quantities to produce 
healing on a controlled basis. There a re two different methods of 
doing this: One is a battery operated device, the other is electrical 
mains operated. Both have the same kind of production of the 
negative green force and may be used for a ll kinds of experiments in 
neutra lising harmful radia tions and calming nervous people, thus 
utilizing the force-field rather than just using it as an idle curiosity. 

Try a simple experiment : With the negative green battery 
already ment ioned, place this against a va!')e of cut flowers with the 
negative side inwards, towards the flowers, or with the generator 
switched on nea rby, and drooping flowers wilJ immediately begin 
to be revitalised. In past experiments it has been discovered that 
even aquarium fish benefit to some extent with the use of the nega
tive green force. 

It will be appreciated of course tha t the smaller negative green 
generators are limited in their power output, and thus will not pro
duce the results that the larger instruments will do, but the fact 
remains that research work so far undertaken has produced most 
interesting and rewarding results. 

Fig. 17 Negative Green generator 

1 The simplic~ty of operation of the Negative Green Generator 
~adsl us to the view that the most ingenious things in nature are the 

s1mp est Of · t r the t h · course, m manufacturing the Negative Green Genera 0 

ec meal problems have been overcome in the workshop, thus 
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ilblincr the user of the equipment merely to sw·t h . 
en o l ·1· bl . J c it on a d d. the simple contro s ava1 a e on the instrument. It . n . a JUSt 

anufacturc larger and more powerful Neoative G is possible to 
~~ enable research and healing work to be 

0
undertakeen <;Jenerators 

fit 
en with greater 

bene · 

Fig. 18 RADIONIC ANALYTICAL COl\IPUTER-:\IK. II 

THE RADIONIC COMPUTER and the 
NEGATIVE GREEN FORCE 

!h?se of my readers who are familiar with Radionics and the 
~ad1on1c Computer wiJI wonder if it is possible to utilise this 
instrument to produce the neaative green force either as an experi
~ntal or .healing agent. R~search has shown that the r.ate of 
the 837921 is ~he one you want to produce this fo~ce: Setting up 
e . baforement1oned frequency or rate into a Radwmc Computer 
h~\les the subject to be studied in n1ore detail and to be used as a 
ins~ mg force along with the o ther frequencies supplied with the 
to rument. It is in fact possible to maonify the negative green force 

a great t 0 
· • h · t · ve sub·e . ex ent where scientific experimentation wit sens1 I 

onl~ ~~s hs n?t only a possibility but brings reality to its usag~. ~ot 
types f eali.ng. but into the unknown properties of this an? s1m1lar 
live gr~ radiation .. If we utilize the Radionic Computer with nega
seen th=~ along Wllh the spiritu al rates for treatment. obser~ers have 
but it · _very often healing results are nothing short of miraculous, 
With ll~~ important that we do not overdo the amount of treatment 
a~d no ~cf0;'erful force since we a re still probing into the unkno~y~ 
~111 Consta~t~ long after this book has been published, new ma~nak 
ater on. Y come to light and be produced in yet another 

00 
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OTHER SHAPES AND DEVICES THAT PRODUCE THE 
FORCE FIELD WE KNOW AS NEGATIVE GREEN 

Although we term the force-field negative green, it has in fact 
the same pola rity as any other force-!Jeld, magnetic, electrical, or 
other device and natural substance m nature. So far we have 
touched upon the pyramidal shape because it was a negative green 
force that is generated most strongly from this shape bu t it follows 
that the pyram idal shape cannot be the only type of form which is a 
perfect generator for the negative green force. 

It was some years ago, in the 1950's in fact, when an American, 
V. L. Cameron experimented with a number of cones, the first of 
which was adapted from an old type loud speaker or gramophone 
horn. T he experimenter in this case identified a beam of force 
stretching for several metres from the tip of the cone and it is 
possible by attaching an electric Wlfe to the tip to carry this force
field along the wire for a certain distance. Later experiments over 
the years by a number of researchers have shown that the cone 
shape although easier to manufacture produces some side effects and 
does not produce pure negative green force-field. Having seen this 
the shape was eventua lly discarded and the pyramid reigns supreme. 
However, it appears that any shape that ends in a point which has 
symetrical sides can produce the negative green force-field although 
very few researchers really know how it is produced. Some allege 
that it is possible to generate the negative green force-field even with 
a diagram, but my feelings on the matter and experiments have 
shown that this can be erroneous and misleading. 

We may refer to D r. Oscar Brunler when he says:-

"Rays and radiations- two simple words-yet they open the 
gates into the rea lms of all creation. 

Rays and radiations- a vast- an endless and a fascinating 
world whose radiance leads us from the world of matter and death. 
to a world of light, understanding and wisdom. Only comparatively 
few men have ever ventured into these fertile fields and have explored 
these plains where the eternal light never fades. 

. Orthodox science concerns itself up to the present time . only 
with those rays and radiations which a re either electric, magnetic. or 
electr<?-m~gnetic. E verything which does not fal l within thl~ ca.te
gory is simply put aside and considered not worthy of scientific 
investigations. Many of the pioneers who do not follow the footstep,s 
of the orthodox scientists are considered to be 'slightly off the beaDl · 

We must a lways bear in mind that real advances anq _nearlY 
all progress in the world is only made by very few individuals· 
~nless we have realized and acknowledged to ourselves 0~ 
ignor~~ce we can never progress or gain greater knowledgd~ 
Humility- true humility- the realisation of our Jimited understan 
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in2'. and the longing, . the desire and couraoeous d ,. . . . 
explore new fields, will s lo\\ Iv but surely r~ise ~termmat1on h) 

greater understanding. All c-reation is the outcu; mtofspheres of 
· · What do we k b me 0 ravs and radiations. now a o ut ra1s and radiation phenomena? 

Let us, first of. all, glance O\ier that vast panorama like an interested 
spectator lookmg down on to the earth from an aeroplane 
thousands of feel above the ground.·· ~ man) 

True science is organized knowledge and organized obsenation. 
Unless we observe, and u~less .we correlate the knowledge of manv 
spheres, we can never obtam a picture of the whole. -

It is curious to note that the negat_ e green should be related 
to a colour but it would appear that it ,s very allied to the visible 
rays of colour of green. Let us refer to the action of green colour 
as a light colour. 

A great deal of scientific work 1as done in the laboratory with 
the aid of a number of medical practitioners by R. Douglas Howat 
in listing the therapeutic and scientific effects of some colours. The 
following is that for green with the wavelength :n angstrom units- the 
measurement of colour waves . 

The Green Filter: (4,861 - 5,317 A.U. ap;:>aox.) 
Under the infl. uence of the green fi lter physical processes are 

retarded, a quietening of movement lS observed and excitement is 
allayed (Akopenko). A prolonged exposure to the .green, although 
at first pleasant and soothing, later becomes oppressive. 1t has been 
observe~ that these chromatic rays of shorter wave-length have .a 
depr~ssmg effect. My own observations have led me to regard this 
portion of colour spectrum as more or Jess of a neutral zone, but 
~he green filter would appear to have a stabilizing effect on the 
immediate results produced by exposure to the other colour filters . 

. Iredell, using his focal machine in his investigations into the 
~tion of C?lour vibrations upon cancerous growths, found that green 
bas. 8?0thing when the patient was restless. He recommended 
effgmnmg and ending all treatments with green. as h~ found t~at ~he 
f ects of exposure to other colours were intensified if an application 

0 green was given after they bad been used. 

· Doge! and Jeo-orow found that the circulation of the blood. both 
in do 0 h f of gree gs an.d humans, was very markedly changed by t e ac wn 

n rays irritating the eye. 

scat W.here does negative oreen exactly fit in to the electro-magnetic 
e tf t 11 o d. to the wave forrn' a a ? Most researchers agree that accor mg . h t 

betw so far discovered it is o-enerall...,y marked in the following 5c ar 
een th · o · · ays ome Othe e mfra-red rays and the radar and teJev1s1on r · r stud at' ve areen 

ractiatio ents ~owever have discovered that t~e ~eg 1 
delong 

electric~ coi:-ies m point marked 'B' between radio ~aves an 
a oscillations. 
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Cosmic rays 
I 0 _,, 

J 0 -1 l X-unit 
Gamma rays 

l 0 -:I 

10 •2 

0 
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i= 
10 1 

Visible rays 10 2 
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II 
Infra-red rays 
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10 8 exi 
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10 9 1 metre T'h 
UnJ 

10 10 

Radio waves neg 
10 ll. aJJ 

di~c 
10 12 1 kilometre to0~ 
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Fig. 19 The Elcclro-magnclic Scale {!"Pe 1 
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!'Ill' ~ttl::l t •st n11111h1..·1 ol' 1\.:S\.:ctrch••r . I ' . 
· I II I I I "' s < iscovcnng tl 

11111 ,1 'll'l' wit 1 11.· u ll-1. Hit we ll'lvc lo t· k . 1e former do 
I. I' . I' ll ' " c 11llo con 'd · pm;s1h1 1ly n rnw1g. l 1 1.·n·111 materials in ex 'lcri • .s1 cration the 

tlll:Sl' 1l·~111ls 1 mcntattcm lo achieve 

Tlil· R:1dio11i1. < '011 1pt1t1,;1 11..mls lo agree will 

11
1accs it hl'tWl'l'tl I he ;d'or1.·s;i id 1nfr·i-r•·<t 'tncl , 

1
1 the former and · I ' ... • r et<. ar and t l · · 

t ·ul 111 I t1 lll I his is HI t " Vl' l y loosi..: IYIJC of sc·1 I" l1e .. . .e ~v151on • . . · • "' CLLuse 1t 1s unpos 
sihk IP g1vl! :1 pn·l.:1:-oc :t rrn11~1 1..'111cnl on ~ 1 type of radi· · .
uniq\IC. in 11al urc ctllon that 1s 

1 lavmg IDl'<1lcd ou r negative green l'orce we inay the · · · · I 1· . n continue 
c\pl..'11111cnlalmn 11llo t 1c uturc with most remarkable results no 
doll bi. 

INTO THE FUTURE 
l'hl..'rc is no doubt a great deal of research inlo the negative 

gr~l..'ll ror1.·c-licld remains lo be undertaken. and the information 
wntamcd 1n this hook mcrdy "il'tatches the surface, but it is some
lhinp of a subject that needs some i:arcfuJ handling by the competent 
rad1nn 1c 1.·nm pu tcr operator in order that the true beneficial results 
can acnuc from its use. No doubt as time passes much more 
interesting information wi ll be forthcoming an<l will be published. 

One must not look upon this relatively new-found energy force 
as a miradc worker or someth ing from the ''occult". It is a purely 
physicul force ex isting throughout nature which may offer us _the 
key to unlock some of the secrets of the universe in which we hve. 
But if the reader is interested in research into radiesthesia and 
radionics along the lines of negative green, a gre~t deal of f~scinating 
and :cwarding information will come to light. Havmg been 
experimenting in this field for over a quarter of a century I am 
prcpa~cc.I to repeal my research over the next quarter .of a century. 
rlrn; is how confident I am that we are on the right track to 
unlocking some of these secrets. 

Remember that we are not making a new discovery, the 
~egativc. green force, like electricjty and m.agn~tism. i~ around ~! 
~~l the lime. rt only comes at a certain pomt 1~ our .hves that . 

1 
iscovcr the existence of it. Electricity existed since time begar· ~ 

t~ok a few men, wi th a lifetimes research behind them, l? _un ~~r 
w~ benefits that we now use-in fact demand-of electncity, of 

ll
;thout it our world would be quite different and, in fact. mafnoyrm 
., Ctinn · . · · · shape or · 

l\nct s 0 .t 1~1ag~ne a world without electricity m on~ h find that in 
future 0 1 ~ 1~ .with the negative gre~n force. W,e mig ~hat we have 
been 

1 
Yea_rs its potency as a heal mg force nMY be . 1 think it 

Would ook_mg for for many years, and in the meantunelines 
be interesting to note further researches along these · 

1 he b . . n apart from 
exPerin est way to learn more about negative greef · ·ne dealing 

1cntation, is to read some of the other books 0 mi 
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with Radiesthesia. Radionics, and similar subjects; to know the 
pattern is forming whereby ~he ~cy ~o unloc~ all. these secrets is now 
being turned and the combmat10n 1s U?foldmg itself before us, and 
perhaps who knows. by the end of th1s century we may have the 
answer to a potent force that may be used to help humanity, animals 
and agriculture, and like the crystal ball we gaze into the future to 
find the answer to some of the problems we are unaware of at this 
time. 

Meanwhile this book, I hope, will start you thinlcing and 
probing, and if you think and probe and use existing knowledge the 
combination will complete itself and the door to universal knowledge 
will be yours to open. 

so 
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